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morning talk echoes throughout the halls as 
people in the band area flash to their lockers 
before heading for homeroom. 

ah! rock and roll! aspect upon aspect of stu¬ 
dents' lives extend far beyond walls of lee, and 
yet we're all here together. 

the grateful dead and the allman brothers pull 
in myriads of rock and rollers to d.c. as the first 
two day concert rages in the area. 

"s" stands for sportsmanship, "s" stands for 
spirit, "s" stands for stamina, "s" stands for 
superior, "s" stands for Staunton. 
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new year brings 
readjustments 

rand new doors welcomed 1046 
students to lee. outside, 

58 gallons of paint gleamed on 
the freshly painted "smoking 

lounge." inside, reflecting floors 
shone in the crammed 

hallways, searching their maps, 
new arrivals explored the 

maze, trying to readjust 

swarming toward the stage, rock fans of 
various sorts team with enthusiasm as the con¬ 
cert atmosphere sends them off together. 

starting like a speedometer, sophomores grad¬ 
ually break into the routine losing the newness 
but adding a vital element to lee. 

after waiting months for the letters for the 
school sign, the class of 73 found that their 
gift had been in vain as it was destroyed a few 
weeks later. 

to school days was next 
to impossible as temperatures 
reached peaks of 99 and lee 
became a smoldering oven, 
despite the ever-pressing 
problems, laughter pealed 
throughout the school, 
gradually, the weather stabilized, 
and students trudged on. 
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finding out the hard way, a vsdb wrestler learns 
that you can't underestimate the wily ways of a 
determined lee grappler. 

seconds seemed like hours for students stand¬ 
ing outside, half expecting to see the roof 
blown off during the march bomb scare. 

"there ain't nothin' to worry about man", lewis 
Venable exhibits confidence in his academic 
ability to mrs. pat gantt, senior english teacher. 

late nights and physic-filled days plague the 
last week before grades come out as senior 
patty yancey races to finish her ten jobs. 
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spare time presents no 
problems to lee students 
blowing a horn in the marching 

band, pounding the field at foot¬ 
ball practice, setting off smoke 

bombs, or just waiting for the bell to 
ring, lee students killed spare time in 

a rainbow of ways, exploring the 
branches of the ''learning tree," stu¬ 

dents stemmed off into the various 

areas of school life, rock and roll, 
soul, classical, choir, football, art 
work, drama, business, phys. ed. shop, 
cosmetology, scholarship, each in 
a different "category" and each a 
shining piece of glass. 

studying other “things” besides a lapful of 
notes is more thought provoking to sophomore 
rodney freemen while waiting for the bell. 

entering the “church” at the beginning of the 
marriage ceremony, brenda cassidy plays 
bridesmaid realistically for the occasion. 

“oh come on, don't you believe me?" protests 
keith bosserman as he tries to convince mrs. 
becky harvill of his seniority at the senior party. 

rounding-out—5 
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lightening the load with a little laughter, 
m p scotty scott clowns with peter kinselila 
as peter attacks him with an afro pick. 

Iaughter and tears. 
romance and cold wars, 
success, failure, apathy, 

emotions and logic fuse to round 
a whole student, each colorful 
individual has a different concept of 
student life, hail talk of girls, of boys, 
of cars, of music, of happenings, 
and of adventures, 
rings between classes. 

concepts of 
lee student 
life vary 
cheerleaders don short, peppy skirts. 
scholars spend lunch time 
in the library. 
active liberals hit numbers 
in the smoking lounge. 
pennies are pitched 
on the front steps, secret journeys to 
the park are made throughout the day, 
never will we be as free 
to come and go in our idealistic 
worlds. 
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as spring arrives the temperature soars, and 
these sophomores have found the perfect 
way to cool off after a busy day in gym class. 

drawing back his powerful right arm, dorsey 
Campbell stands firm and prepares to push the 
football into his passing partner. 

gypsy hill 
is a haven 

to young, old 
the leaves turn green in gypsy 

hill park before they turn any- hill park before they turn any¬ 
where else — or so it seems, 

walking, playing tennis, or baseball, 
swimming, swinging, feeding the 

animals, strolling through the fine 
arts center, riding the train, or meet¬ 
ing friends, it's ail there, the park has 

traditionally been a haven for high 
school kids, free concerts and art 

shows spiced student activities and 
social life peaked as everyone came 

together to enjoy the facilities. 

warm spring weather has appeared at last, and 
many couples spend their extra time during 
lunch o! between classes relaxing outside. 
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a stone's throw from lee, gvpsv hill offers 
frarkint^ sfrace, an after sc hool hang csut area, 
arui pi( nir tables to sneak off to at lunc h. 

darting in and out hc'twc'en the' trc'es, two 
high sc hool eastc'r hunnic'S scurrv through the* 
[)ark to hirie thc-ir c'ggs fn-fore the kiddic'S 
arrive. 
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svnH)()li(' of youthful individualisni, j ^rac oful 
lilac k swan glidc-s over the water, oblivious to 
the havoc of the traffic and noise. 
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flashing a little leg and letting her red, white, and 
blue show, mrs. Virginia martin obliges the pho- 

(KM. 

galloping ac ross the stage as a prissy flirt, june 
carter joins in the 4th of july festivities at the 
Staunton memorial st.idium. 

fads take form 
in clothes and 

johnny cash 
blue jeans, army shirts, halters, 

smocks, clogs, platform shoes, 
and peasant dresses, the styles 

and the fads varied as the people 
did. the dress reflected the per¬ 

sonalities — all different, if there 
was a school-wide fad it was "dress 

to be yourself." 
country music fans had a hey day on 

july 4. the appearance of johnny 
c ash drew swarms of spectators to 
the park, the statler brothers, june 

carter, and the king of country 
music roused the crowd to singing, 

dancing, and applause, since the city 
is home to two of the statler 

brothers, the grounds were filled 
with personal friends and 

acquaintances. 
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pjrtners in lift* js well as on stage, jutK' cart('r 

and johnny cash honor stauntonians by their 

presr'iKe at ha()pv birthday u.s,.i. 

entertaining at Staunton's annual "happy 

birthday u.s.a." this summer, the statler 

brothers emit an electrifying haze over the 

crowd. 

the popularity of "the grateful rfead" show'S 

itself again as eugene pendleton proudly tfis- 

plays his t asu.tl t shirt to his friencis. 



varsity victory 
adds to spirit 

of homecoming 
tears and happiness combined to 

set the mood for homecoming 

night when the fighting leemen 

were victorious over jefferson of 

roanoke. excited as they were, the 
homecoming court candidates 

strolled gracefully across the field 

at halftime, clinched hands and 

crossed fingers waited for that 

golden moment when ginger rowe 

was chosen 1973 homecoming 

queen, bouquets of flowers were 

delivered by the court jesters to the 

court, sophomore representative 

dee flavin escorted by scott dekle, 

junior representative, donna alex- 

ander escorted by bob grover, and 

senior representatives, cindy cuculic 

escorted by jeff kirtz, and evelyn 

ware, escorted by john stuart. the 

queen, escorted by eddie bailes 

received the traditional red roses, 

later, we, “knights in white satin," 

jousted over to our own little castle 

and ruled throughout until 1 a.m. 

where the royal court and Its sub¬ 

jects were entertained by the sounds 

of barnstorm. 

just crowned bymr.charles kurtz,ginger rowe 
smiles at a gift of roses during homecoming 
activities as escort eddie bailes looks on. 

all eyes on the field, the homecoming crowd 
eagerly awaits a night of dancing to the 
sounds of barnstorm after the game. 
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walking down a medieval aisle of glittering 
lights and tinsel, knight scott dekle escorts his 
lady, dee flavin during homecoming halftime. 



cake cutting "newlyweds" rodney williams 
and susan collins receive some advice from 
mrs. dorothy wood while performing the 

custom. 

at last it is done, happily the groom slides 
the ring on with ease at the climax of the 
"wedding" while the "minister" reads on. 
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pledging himself "to love, honor, and obey," 
rodney williams can't help his smiles at the 
solemnity of such a happy "occasion." 

standing in line for the congratulations, 
"bride and groom" trade jokes, hand¬ 
shakes, and an occasional kiss with "well- 
wishers." 

mock wedding 
helps girls 
with future 
Wedding bells were ringing 

along with tempting smells 
of the traditional tier cake, 
under the guidance of mrs. dorothy 
wood, the home ec. girls planned 
and presented a mock wedding and 
reception, two weeks of careful 
planning were dedicated 
to make the wedding a success, 
participants to be in the wedding 
were selected from study 
hall and then surveyed to determine 
who got the parts, rodney williams 
was united in matrimony with 
his bride, susan collins. 
serving as best man was brian 
nash with connie armstrong as the 
maid of honor, if experience 
is the best teacher, then these 
students will be ready 
when the time comes for the 
real thing. 

waiting patiently for the service to get under 
way, "the groom" rodney williams looks for 
philip andrews to give away the "bride." 
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deciding to take their “choice", a group of 
discerning seniors hold their own spring 

picnic and plan their own spring menu. 

dutifully mowing the grass, peter kinsella 
attempts another move to make his parents 
happy and keep down a few hassles. 
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seniors await graduation with open arms 
the passage of time lived in the 

minds of seniors as their 

last year slowiy burnt out. special 
privileges were awarded at last 
to the class that thought 
they would never make it. 
as the days of may sped by, though, 

caps and gowns were measured 
and time began to fly. 

graduation announcements were mailed 
to all parts of the country. 
last minute extra credit work 
was breathlessly scrawled on paper 
as seniors prayed for exam 

exemption, at last it was over, 
at 9:30 p.m. on the ninth 
of june, over 340 caps shot 
to the ceiling of 
the john lewis gym 
and the tears began 
to flow. 
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Staunton looks 
to lee's mock 
election 
Predicting the outcome of Vir¬ 

ginia's gubernatorial election; 
lee's mock election was closely 

analized by the people of Staunton, 
mills e. godwin got the governor's 
spot, dalton carried the votes 
for lieutenant governor; and miller 
was elected attorney general, the 
republican ticket captured the vote 
in actuality, government students 
held an interest in the election while 
some polled students concluded 
that it was "an unusual way to miss 
some of class." 

' .... 
W't- . 

campaigning to the very last minute along 
with many undecided voters was ail a part of 
the 73 election for governor and local offi¬ 
cials. 
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grave and concerning expressions mash the 
face of nixon as he straddles the credibility 
gap and delivers his state of the union address. 
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pouring every ounce of emotional feeling into inspiring his audiences with positive aspects of 
his poetry, max ellison captivates students and today's youth, speaker-artist sketch erickson en¬ 
dings them into another world. courages lee students to be themselves. 
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lassemblies present poets, 
artists, debaters to students 
Students were treated to an ora¬ 

tion by poet max ellison on his 
I third consecutive trip to the staunton 
^ area, two of the most popular of his 
K poems ''the star-bellied sneeches" 
r and "ze skunk" both won loud stu- 

dent approval. 
I in an assembly aimed at introducing 

students to the debate team, 
*i paul edwards, billy moran, 
L scotty scott, and Charles foster 
i debated the issues of weekly 

religious education and compulsory 

education, both the negative 
and the affirmative teams scored 
a victory, and the session 
ended in a draw, 
warning students of the 
pitfalls of following the 
codes of morality as presented 
by the media was sketch erickson. 
a formal commercial artist, he 
sacrificed his job in order to 
give talks nation-wide about 
youth and their 
morality. 

debating against compulsory education, paui 
edwards exhibits his ability to thoroughly 
research a topic and present it to his audience. 
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"hey iKihes wat-rha doin' fridjy night?" 
denise shipm.in is d^nlJse(^ by crystal gar¬ 
dener's last ditch attempts to get a date for 
the hop. 

leading the march thrcaugh mcdonald's sherry 
rainsey creates an uproar as lee students 
swarm to greenville avenue's up dated malt 
shop. 

surrounded from all sides by pony-tailed and 
red lipsticked f)of>by-sockers, coach don 
Wilson seems to be enjoying lee's first 50's 
day. 

taking a time out from class studies, ginger 
rowe, paul ziccardy, and fred faught pose in 
their appropriate style of the 50's. 



students bring back white socks, grease 
Galf-length skirts, pony tails, 

bobby socks, leather jackets, 
and greasy hair incited fun 
and laughter throughout lee's 
chaotic 50's day. 
the project originated in the 
pep club through an effort to 

promote girls' basketball. 
to surge imagination and 
participation, prizes were offered 
to contest winners. 
jayne holston captured the senior 
prize, in the junior class, 
paul ziccardy was decidedly the 

greasiest, mary hasset was the 
sophomores' most realistic bopper. 
talk of the malt shop and 
overwhelming participation 
prompted mrs. jo meeks, pep club 
advisor, to term the day 
"a success". 
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showing students that he remembers life in 
the 50's, senior david yeago exhibits his 
nostalgia by donning a bow tie and letter 
sweater. 

really into the mood of 50's day, robbie atkins 
stops at the burger stand on the strip, only 
the place is mcdonald's — no curb service. 

"man you better stay off my turf!" eddie 
bailes with hair slicked and white socks 

donned dedicates one day to the 50's to 
help promote spirit. 
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sunbathing comes easy to some of us folks, 
while dicky hamrick soaks up the rays envying 
john Stuart and haze green the whole time. 

the bunny kid rises again at gypsy hill park in 
the form of a' beverly manor student enjoying 
the excitement and discovery of the "big 

egg" 

camouflaged easier eggs cover the park as 
busy bunnies continue to stash them here, 
there, and everywhere in the band stand area. 
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students 
patiently await 
easter break 
eyes turned toward the class¬ 

room clocks as the minutes 
ticked slowly by on april 11. at last 
six weeks tests were over and 
easter vacation was begun, the 
activities were as varied as the 
students, hiding eggs, sleeping 
late, catching up on school work, 
getting stoned, or visiting 
relatives, the break was appreciated, 
easter vacation marked the 
beginning of the last six weeks — 
a dream of lazy summer days 
soon to come. 

a basket full of tiny chocolate eggs brighten 
the eyes and smiles of four small children as 
the high school easter bunny visits the plaza. 

taking a needed break, randy hull stretches 
his tired muscles in the sunlight after another 
monotonous day of studying and testing. 

fuzzy little easter bunny angie rexrode curls 
up her whiskers in a smile as she rewards 
preacher maddox with a special yummy treat. 
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leading the fight for a cleaner earth at lee, 
the environmental committee shows the ways 
things are naturally at reed's gap. 

alliterating every overlook seems to be a 
catchy way of attracting attention from tour¬ 
ists on the blue ridge parkway. 

summit magic 
bewitches 
valley folk 

JL wenty miles from the city limits, 
nature rises and falls over the 

ridges and through the hollows 
of the blue ridge mountains, scenic 

over-looks lay open miles of the 
valley by day and the bright lights 

of Waynesboro by night, crystal 
mountain streams plummet down¬ 
ward over smooth, slick rocks and 

form reflective pools that are 
warmed by the sun. in late january, 
the announcement was made that 
the blue ridge parkway would be 
closed until march 15 ^^due to the 

energy crisis.^' the problem was 
overcome, however, by driving up 
the back road and bicycling on the 

parkway. 

"20 minute cliff" serves as a timepiece for the 
folk below, in june and july the sun sets 20 
minutes after it hits the rock face. 
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television hovering over them, two mountain 
residents sit and talk about the old wood saw 
that has “always been a good one." 

the blue ridge mountains shelter the Shenan¬ 
doah valley, but social changes have wound 
down the trails and infiltrated Staunton. 



faculty defeat 
students in 

annual match 
for the first time in lee's his¬ 

tory, the women were able 
to overcome the students in the 

annual student-faculty 
game, led by mrs. peggy o'dell 

and mrs. terry boyle, the 
teachers kept a slight lead 

throughout the game, trying their 
best to come back were 

anne carr, sue batt, 
pam barren, and carolyn hamrick, 

but when the last second ticked 
off, the score showed a 

35-25 win for the women, 
in the second game of the night, 

the students had another defeat as 
the men won with a 68-63 score, 

students don lemon, wilbur johnson, 
and jon giesen fought the 

likes of coach paul hatcher, 
delmer botkin, and coach bob 

walton, only to come up short at 
the end of the game. 

sticky fingers won't come off for mr. wes 
meeteer as he gets yanked over the shoulders 
of a determined student. 

waiting impatiently for the rebound, carolyn 
hamrick, mrs. diane mace, and mary beth 

mackay stretch their muscles in an all out 
effort. 

demonstrating the various skills which are 
taught in her phys. ed. class is mrs. peggy 
o'dell as she drives for an easy two points. 
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nervously waiting for the second half to start, 
the girls lean on a small three point lead in 
hopes of bringing defeat to the faculty. 

despite the overbearing presences of mr. 
delmer botkin and mr, paul hatcher, donald 
lemon lays up two points for the student cause. 

grabbing hands and long legs assisted mrs. 
terry boyle and anne carr as they battle it out 
for the ball at the student-faculty game. 
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freed at last, one last soul dashes at break 
neck speed from a distorted lee into another 
world for two unexpected days of snowballs 
and ice. 

slowly rippling through winter stranged land, 
a natural spring gyrates out its life blood, ex¬ 
posing naked ribs to icy winter air. 
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blanketing the area with the tirst snowfall of 
the year, lee students find something besides 
books to plod through. 

winter arrives in valley 
as snow and icy winds 

I 

boughs creaked as icy winds ush¬ 
ered winter into the valley. 

Christmas vacation was suddenly 
three days longer, 
a blanket of snow 

and ice muffed the area and 
paralyzed much of the traffic, 

no Christmas programs were presented. 

the energy crisis called for a 
lowering of thermostats, students 
scurried through the cold hallways 
to enter somewhat warmer rooms. 
d.s.t. went into effect january 6. 
schools started fifteen minutes later 
and schedules were shifted and 
shuffled to fit after school jobs. 

totiiiing "31 



exams force 
cramming, but 

soon pass 
On returning from Christmas 

vacation, students' minds 
and nerves turned toward january 
16,17, and 18. notes were dug up, 

nails were bitten, and hair was 
twisted, yawns and moans escaped 
during review days, bearing a two- 

exam-a-day load, writers' cramp 
set in and crammage of the brain 
stopped many night time follies, 
finally, exams were over for first 

semester, except for seniors with a 
90 or above average, the process was 
repeated in june and rewarded with 

a three month vacation. 

consoling himself with the thought that 
there's only three more days of school to go, 
robbie herr prepares for three long exam days. 

curling hair with the correct style, peggy bibb 
attempts to perfect bonita dedrick's appear¬ 
ance as part of her cosmetology examination. 
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"boy, did i mess that one up!" teresa white 
seems to be a bit dismayed after studying ail 
night only to find out that she goofed up her 

frustrating, nervewrecking, and cramping 
mary mckay, joe warner, and anita pilson 
learn the value of patience. 
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various goals encourage 
students to find summer joDS 

Changing tires, selling ladies^ of reasons — car 
lingerie, slinging hamburgers, payments and new clothes, 

or working construction, the concerts and dates with that special 
race to grab a buck girl, albums, tapes, and stereos, 

went on at full pace, a variety of purposes and occupations 
students earned money in full and to fit a variety 

part time jobs for a rainbow of people. 

F.-^ .. 1- -1 

housewares of all types are available at mont- 
gomery ward, make an effort to see kathy garris. 
she'll be happy to assist you. 

pharmaceutical products are top priority with 
cashier clarence durette. he strives to please his 
customers at medco. 

hardhat dicky hamrick knows that construction 
work can be very grueling at times but today he 
catches a break and plays flagman. 
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trying to convince hillbilly pam rexrode to 
hand over her moonshine is harder than ex- 

two drips and a 

drop.” 

"the old soft-shoe” was performed in lee's 
talent show by cindy doyle, bev smith, and 
robert price who accompanied the act with his 

singing. 

showing her more serious side, junior carolyn 
hamrick takes time out from j.v. cheerleading 
to perform two songs in the talent show. 

poking around and having a good time, Ihs 
teachers prove that they do have talent, as 
they twist and dance about in the annual 

talent show. 
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he way we were" brought back 
many fond memories to the old 
folk and the students at lee high, 

the annual talent show, held 
march 29th and 30th proved to be a 
success, demonstrating that l.h.s. 
students were more than just 
book-worms, m.c.'s that added to the 
entertainment were ginger rowe. 

sherry ramsey, and david yeago. 
vaudeville existed, carried out 
by a variety of acts and comedy. 
"Virginia bear" consisting of 
lester bowers, jerry warner, 
mike brooks, and david pelny, was 
among the top attractions, 
others included mr. ernie holley 
singing "a time for us" and haze green 

along with cheryl manspile doing a 
very graceful ballet, behind the 
scenes doing the more strenuous jobs 
were the make-up crew, the stage 
crew, the lightings, and the 
student directors, chrys gardner, 
angie rexrode, and martha mizzi. 
mrs. Virginia martin was 
faculty advisor for the event. 

^the way we were^ exhibits school talent 

v;v.' 
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"your cheatin' heart will tell on you," Vir¬ 
ginia bear performs an old hank williams' 
goldie with authenticity which turned out 
to be a success. 

making introduction cleverly is often hard, 
but witty mc's sherry ramsey, david yeago 
and ginger rowe never seem to have any 
trouble. 
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always having a steady hand, make-up artist 
carol kerrigan prepares mr. william roberson 
for his role in the talent show as euell gibbons. 

gertude mcfuzz and lola leloc alias ginger rowe 
and sherry ramsey, teach a lesson about life as 
mary folks narrates a dr. seuss tale. 
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spring encourages outdoor activities 
Spring tornadoes marked the start 

of warm weather in the valley as 
days of rain encouraged buds to open, 

several students began to count the 
days until the start of easier vacation 
when they would depart for Switzer¬ 

land. others submitted to spring fever 
and spent long days sleeping in class. 

the prom was frantically planned as 
juniors sweated to find the money to 

sponsor it. tennis players and back 
packers threw off their winter 

shackles and headed for the great out¬ 
doors. seniors timidly and happily were 

fitted for caps and gowns, juniors re¬ 
ceived their coveted class rings, and 

sophomores were content just to get 
out of school for three months. 



relishing the timely spring weather, seniors 
margaret hedberg and lester bowers take a 
moment to seize some tranquility and re¬ 
flection. 

“listen, bud, no one messes with my well 
tuned machine." auto enthusiast bob conley 
assures ace mechanic pete kinsella they have 
the formula. v 
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constructing a stairway to heaven, juniors dis¬ 
cuss the results of their efforts to convert the 
armory into a maze of stars and moon dust. 

dazzling foiled stars and star studded crepe 
paper adorn the armory ceiling to create an 
ethereal atmosphere for the senior prom. 

creating the heavens is no easy task but karl 
lawhorn and ritchie mcdonough can manage 
easily with a ladder, tape, and crepe paper. 

carpets of stars are unrolled and taped to¬ 
gether by tammy atkins to become a sparkling 
milky way like backdrop for the senior prom. 

f-' 

"now where?" asks jane barman, the armory 
still looks sparse but soon the cinderblock 
edifice will become a heavenly stairway to 
heaven. 
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under a collage of colors^ the vacant ladders 
rest peacefully while the prom decorating 
committee takes a temporary break. 

assembling the star-filled heavens, tammy at- 
kins creates the celestial illusion for heavenly 
couples to walk among the stars. 

camouflaging the armory, reese jones and 
terry arey make constant use of the step lad¬ 
der during the numerous hours of decorating. 

juniors work hard to prepare the armory 
bblue and white, starred crepe music poured out from the armory cutting out cardboard stars, wrapping 

paper strewn about the armory during the days of decorating, but it the moon in foil, and twisting 
was one of the many tasks of the wasn't all fun. the juniors worked crepe paper, gathering of freshly 

juniors to decorate for the 1974 junior- diligently in erecting the grand picked flowers and putting snacks on 
senior prom, not only did the crepe staircase leading up to the starry the tables were part of the last 
paper add to the heavenly effect, but so heaven creating the theme ~ "stairway minute preparations, the armory 
did the stars, clouds, and even a moon. to heaven." hands grew tired from was now ready for a magical night. 
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^^stairway to 
heaven'^ is 

theme of prom 
attired in the best of taste, the 

ladies and gentlemen of the 
junior-senior prom danced the 

night away to the music of ^^chess/' 
long dresses swirled and tuxedos 

glistened throughout the floor of the 
national guard armory, stars 

and streamers of blue and 
white complimented the theme, 

^^stairway to heaven.'^ punch along 
with many other tempting 

appetizers flowed deliciously from 
the refreshment table, taking 
professional pictures of prom 

couples was mr. bob tavenner who 
gave his time to please many girls as 

well as their handsome dates, pre¬ 
siding over the prom court were 

cindy coffey, queen and eddie 
bailes, king, this was but one of the 

summer time activities in which 
lee students enjoyed in the 

well deserved three months 
summer vacation. 

king and queen of the senior prom, eddie 
bailes and cindy coffey dance to the heavenly 
theme song, "stairway to heaven." 

"starlight, star bright, first star i see to¬ 
night ..." seniors wish that this star-filled 
night of fun and fantasy will never end. 

divine couples dance under the star adorned 
night as the sounds of "chess" reverberate 
throughout the heaven like armory. 
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being formally announced as they enter the 
prom, senior daniel flavin and his date prom¬ 
enade under the stars past other honored 
guests. 

starry-eyed couples blend into the star laden 
atmosphere as they await the band to begin 
them on their journey to "a stairway to 
heaven." 

king and queen of the stars, eddie bailes and 
cindy coffey, begin their journey on the stair¬ 
way to heaven to rule over the heavenly night. 
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frisby throwing is a favorite pastime of the 
seniors at the senior picnic as barrie jo miller 
demonstrates her sidewinder throw. 

captain lisa dabney hurriedly paddles her way 
across calm seas in hopes of getting to shore 
to find drier clothing. 

hoping for a dead ringer, assistant principal 
mr. delmer botkin demonstrates his ability at 
pitching horseshoes. 

form and concentration are imperative when 
playing horseshoes, but mark knopp has the 
know-how to make that all important ringer. 

arriving early for the senior picnic at hoy's 
farm, frances simmons and robbie atkins are 
prepared for a fun-filled day. 
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sports of all varieties are available to seniors at 
the senior picnic, football is particularly popu¬ 
lar with bruce craun. 

fond memories will linger in the minds of 
these seniors as they enjoy their last activity 
together as a class before graduation. 

senior picnicis last 
informal meeting of seniors 
in lieu of the senior banquet, this fun-filled event, 

a picnic was held at hoy's farm casually dressed seniors 
on june 8th from 3:00 p.m. till, spent one last day together 

swimming, boating, of fun and frolic before 
pitching horseshoes, heading down their 

throwing a frisby, or most of own separate paths 
all, eating marked upon graduation. 

f 
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captivating the tremendous audience with 
his beautiful solo, robert price leads the as¬ 
sembly choir in a graduation anthem to re¬ 
member. 

superintendent mr. thomas c. mcswain awards 
eddie bailes with the coveted joe ast award 
during the graduation exercises. 

graduating seniors gaze solemnly at their 
graduation programs before awaiting the 
final roll call into a world of uncertainty. 

282 seniors 
graduate on 
june 9,1974 
JL emperature reached high in 

the 90^s as 282 seniors twisted 
their rings and laughed 

nervously on graduation night, 
finally at 7:00 pm, terry arey started 
to play ^^pomp and circumstance.'^ 

after they marched into the 
john lewis gym, reverend 

kidd delivered the baccalaureate 
address, mr. t. c. mcswain 

awarded honors and former 
principal mr. collin smither 

thanked seniors for the class gift— 
a portrait of him. at last 

diplomas were handed to 
the graduates, hats flew 
into the air, tassles were 

flipped, rings were turned, 
and suddenly it was all over. 
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salutatorian robyn walsh brings smiles to the 
graduating senior class as she reflects on never- 
to-be-forgotten memories of her lee days. , 

seniors advance, some happy, some sad, for 
that final roll call to receive that cherished 
diploma from principal, mr. charles kurtz. 

smoking lounge discourse turns to graduation baccalaureate speaker the reverend mr. harry 
as many will eye the box of graduation an- kidd offers a profound message to graduates to 
nouncements held so close by artie fitzpatrick. make something of their new lives. 
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words survive ages when they carry ideas that 
never change^^ reaching through time, gray 
leaves the impact of his words on david stump. 

ypewriters tick and ding, gym¬ 
nasts roll and tumble, instru¬ 
ments till the band room with 

practice notes, and hands fly across 
art paper, feelings flood drama 
classes, machinery rumbles in the 
shop, and minds turn and bump in 
engllsh class, numbers do magic acts 
as we explore that man-made in- 

vention^math. society is analyzed, 
jobs intermingle in vot, cop, and de. 
frogs are dissected, first aid is prac¬ 
ticed, and driving a car is mastered^ 
films, and over-head projectors ap¬ 
pear in rooms with ink-well desks 
and rubbed wooden floors, all for 
one purpose—a fully rounded edu¬ 
cation. 



working diligently as a member ot the inter 
club council, kim lucas , tries to think of 
original ideas to unify the many clubs at lee. 

ICC 

presidents 
Striving for organization of the 

many clubs at lee, the icc 
offered constructive meetings and 

helpful suggestions for the club 
presidents, headed by vice-president 

chuck morgan, icc planned a 
monthly calender and co-ordinated 
club activities so there were no club 

project conflicts, meanwhile, 
helping students by instilling a sense 

of honesty, integrity, and 
truthfulness, the honor council 

interviewed students with problems 
and tried to suggest beneficial 

alternatives. 

f- • 

doodle, bite lip, chew tongue, cross legs . . . discussing new ideas suggested by members of 
junior class vp bob grover goes about concocting the icc, dicky hamrick and don roberts think of 
ideas for the icc in strange but sure ways. new ways to help clubs at lee work together. 
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giving her undivided attentionj_debi eriksen 
seriously thinks about the important 

5 -discussion going on at an interciub council 
meeting. 

creeping out of their hiding places, the Ihs 
honor council led by mrs. sara hanger takes 
time out to reveal themselves to the student 

f body. 
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fingersnapping mr. Charles kurtz trades in 
the principal image for a few minutes of 
Spanish hat dancing during the spanbh dinner. 

afs, Spanish 
club set, 

meet goals 
despite not having an afs 

student this year, the afs 
club found plenty to keep them 
busy, the major theme the club 

operated on was that of earning 
money to support next year's stu¬ 

dent. such projects as a class 
penny drive and selling candy bars 

were supposed, the penny drive was 
a project in which students of each 

class donated a penny and at the end 
of the drive the class which had 
donated the most won a prize, 

meanwhile, the Spanish club 
participated in money raising 

activities, too. several bake sales 
were endeavored and succeeded In 
fattening up the pocketbook for the 

club, a Spanish dinner was held 
featuring many exotic dishes. 
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V w *.„'■.* conveying her ideas to mr. bill roberson, lisa 
dabney attempts to gather some helpful 
information for the upcoming afs meeting and 
fund raiser. " • . •' .‘‘i 
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plowing through piles of stationery, members 
of the afs club sort and organize in prepara¬ 
tion for selling their goods to raise money. 
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standing in'l'perplexed fascination; junior 
debbie wilmer just can't seem to fathom out a 
floor smearing accident in home ec. 

behind the scenes, kittie massie helps to pre¬ 
pare the "goodies"; to be devoured by the 
guests at a reception in home ec. 

determined not to be completely 
changed by the women's lib 
movement were the home ec. 

girls and their instructor, mrs. dorothy 
wood, scrumptous smells filled the 
corridors as these students practiced 
their culinary skill, they gave 
dinners, teas, and even had a mock 
wedding and reception, second year 
girls studied home nursing and 
child care to prepare for their fut- , 
ure families, constructing clothing was 
also included in the homemaking 
course, speaking of construction, 
mr. donald roberts' industrial arts 
classes got their fill too. 
the boys had a type of home ec. 
course for themselves in which they 
learned to work with various tools 
requiring numerous skills and 
abilities, jigsaws buzzed and table 
saws gyrated throughout the long 
school days. 
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business-oriented is the position of hazel 
green, who is training for a job in the secre¬ 
tarial field when she completes her vot course. 

maneuvering her fingers at the appropriate 
speed is patti anthony, who tests her abilities 
and accuracy in the art of typing and listening. 

computating and calculating the daily prob¬ 
lems of her vot class, Judy johnson attempts 
to prepare herself for her future business 
career, 

clicks, dings 
fill business 

classes 
Clicks and dings of typewriters 

filled the lower end of the sec¬ 
ond floor as students punched at 
lettering to master the machines, 

a new course In personal typing on 
a pass-fail basis relieved the timing 

fitters for some students, adding 
machines churned as squiggles and 
lines flew across numerous pads in 

shorthand classes, vot students 
carried out their studies in actual 

employment. 



j pausing for a quick question from debi erik- 
sen, mrs. sue wiison keeps tabs on the 25 other 

i machines, making sure the work gets done. 

. head scratching senior andrea sayers checks 
■©over some of the columns of figures that 
S usually bewilder the new business student. 

backspacing kathy brown discovers the in- 
evitable "no-no" in the middle of another 

^one of those "type without looking" tests. 

coordinating what you see with pressing the 
right buttons is hardly a problem after the 1st 
semester of drills for debby harris. 
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flowers set the nrtood for lee deca members 
as they are presented certificates and awards 
of recognitions at the district contest. 

talking with friends at the deca district 
contest, tommy fitzgerald studies the cer¬ 
tificate he has just received as a member. 

winning first is no easy job, but deca members 
roy varner, betsy butt, and diane quick prove 
otherwise at the district contest. 



b esides selling candy, deca club 
members achieved some out- 

: standing things that went by 
almost unnoticed, diane quick re¬ 
ceived highest award in public speak¬ 
ing division, because he won first 
place in the parliamentary division, 
roy varner made a trip to Chicago, 
president tom f itzgerald and 
vice-president brenda barton 
and artie fitzpatrick headed the 
deca club. 
de students of course 
worked in the traditional method 
of leaving school early to report 
to their Jobs. 
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liberated and determined, donna amick proves 
that auto mechanics class is not too tough tor a 
female once she sets her mind to it. 

stretching his knowledge before proceeding to 
the real thing, newton townsend soaks up the 
available material in his industrial arts class. 

valley tech is lab of 
experimenting students 

Curling hair, climbing telephone 
poles, and fixing everything im¬ 

aginable kept the hands of valley tech 
students busy, drills whirled as 

dryers hummed, compasses turned 
as car wheels spun, students 

experimented with other students 

while critical eyes watched, 
as dst went into effect, tech 
students found classes convening 
half an hour later, all lee 
students felt the effect as school 
opened fifteen minutes later to 
accommodate bused tech people. 

"this is the way we curl our hair," demonstrate 
linda lyle, maybelle hall, and frankie pullin 
while learning in their cosmetology course. 
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taming margaret hostetter's hair is no problem servicing one of the cars in auto body repair, 
for expert teresa bosserman as she brushes out tommy Campbell diligently puts his learned 
the snarls and tangles in cosmetology class. skills to work at a useful profession. 

operating different types of machines with an 
understanding of various techniques enables 
bruce craun to be successful in machine shop. 
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smug and smiling with a perfect return, 
rebecca harper smacks back a forehand while 
partner dana james stares at other interest¬ 
ing things. 

searching for a lost shoe, judy bonin discovers 
that one of the^big hazards of gymnastics is 
shedding your shoes before vaulting. 

gymnastics 
aids girls in 

co-ordination 
Polling,tumbling, and perform¬ 

ing cartwheels were all a part 
of the girls' role in p. e. 

class as they undertook gymnastics, 
the girls also learned the basics 

of playing basketball, field 
hockey, and tennis, boys 

kept themselves in top shape 
.through wrestling and weight lifting, 

in the classroom, sophomore girls 
and boys studied drivers' training 

and first aid. junior and senior 
girls studied medical self help, 

while the boys went into a 
complex study of football. 

"gosh, i can't jump that high!" john tyler 
seems to be saying in an envious tone, as he 
watches his teammates reach to contact the 
volleyball. 
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"get those bodies off the floor!" commands 
coach wes meeteer as he trains his men to build 
and shape up their muscles for future use. 

"man, if you don't hit that ball..loni Wallace 
warns sammy talley as he stretches his muscles 
to contact the ball in phys, ed. class. 

good-byes can sometimes be a happy occa¬ 
sion as shown by mrs. diane mace who sub¬ 
stituted teaching the girls' p.e. classes first 
semester. 

eye to hand coordination practice or simply- 
badminton is an additional p.e. activity en¬ 
joyed by all, including sophomore teresa 
hammer. 
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the elaborate drivers' training course 
constructed to aid In teaching of beginners. 
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smiling gamefully at a beginner, driver's ed. 
coach, mr. paul hatcher waits cautiously until 
everything's clear before heading back to 
school. 

R I ervousness and butterflies 
accompanied students on 

the first day of their driver training 

course, but with a competent coach like 
paul hatcher, confidence 

began to rise, 
in each phys. ed. class, the 

fundamentals of safe driving were 
emphasized with the aid of textbooks, 

the overhead projector, 
and the usual gory films. 

also helping 

the training techniques was the 
porto-clinic which tested hopeful 
drivers' reaction time and visual 
abilities, students were still 
required to muster up scores of 36 
in class and 7 on the road 
to be able to test their luck and 
their skill for that almighty license, 
speed-demons were cautiously 
warned to keep their thrills under 
55 m.p.h. due to the 
energy shortage. 

.-.. Si 

just cruisin' around in the driving range 
during study hall provides a welcome break 
from work for a sophomore in driver's train¬ 
ing. 

\ 
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■I sea officers try to 
demands, wishes of stu 

the student cooperative associa- alwap ready to step in for dicky. 
tion kept active, as it tried to balancing and keeping a close eye 

neet the demands and carry out the on the school's money was robert 
ideas of the student body, presiding price, treasurer, robert was also 

in the "no. 1" position was dicky the chief operator of the school 
hamrick, who had the tough job of store and the magazine drive, 

appointing comm ittees and playing completing all the secretarial work, 
"mommy" to make sure his helpers which included typing up the 
I their jobs done too. vice-president meeting minutes and keeping 

chuck morgan presided over an accurate scrapbook, was 
the inner-club council and was sharon harman, s.c.a. secretary. 
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stumped by an idea, sea pre^dent dK^‘ 
rick uses confidentiaiity of executive ej 
to keep it a secret for the time being, ' 

jotting down dome random notes, sea trea» ^ 
surer robert price keeps his ears open for new, ' j 
ways to earn money and sell school sip^tes. 

expressing his viewpoints in an sea meefing^ ^ 
representative thayer phiilips vokes ^ 
opinions of his fourth period class aI||d^^lldS' 
own. 

attention ca^ht and held during 
night meeting, secreUry sharon : 
ready to jot dmsn notes fw 
mfaiutes. ' 
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ah! the slow dance, what could possibly set 
the mood lor the valentines' dance as well as 
soft music and easy movement? 

making out their mischievous plans to "get ya 
where it hurts" are the valentine-midwinters' 
cupids, kathy moomaw and rufus tutwiler, 

still contemplating or firmly decided students 
make their feelings known in the march sea 
elections to determine next year's leaders. 



mm 
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rocking to the progressive sounds of "colos¬ 
sus", lee students step out to make the first 
lee high singles' dance a happy success after 

■ the lengthy winter blues. 

carrying out their voting responsibility, dana 
kier, sharon mahanes, and other concerned 
students cast their vote for next year's sea 
officers. 

"rockin' the night away," many lee students 
tried their luck at the singles' dance which 
turned out to be a sweet success sponsored 
by the sea. 

top sea 
adding a little spice to the weekly 

drag^ the sea sponsored two 
school dances, 

midwinter^s held in february 
was actually a valentines dance, 

cupids circulated and ^^zapped^' the 

hearts of dancers, couples were 
admitted to the singles dance, 
but the idea was to go alone and see 
what happened, the people 
had fun and the sea made money when 
both projects were completed. 
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huddled at the head of the gym, sea officers 
and new inductees shoot answers to the cross 
fire of questions typical of open sea meetings. 

mixed reactions come from the presidential 
candidates as they hear the platforms of their 
opponents during the sea elections assembly. 

standing before the students, thayer phillips 
pledges himself to service as p-president 
dicky hamrick installs him into office. 
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j new sea secretary, ann todd, follows the vows of 
j Sharon harman as 74-75 officers are inducted 

^ ^ and sea business comes to a close. , 

sea elections i 
body choices 
along with the first hint of spring 

came the yearly race for sea 
candidacy, student apathy seemed to 

wear off in relation to running for 
office, for each office had 

several students tying for a place, 
after a close runoff election, 

candidates were finally chosen and 
student found themselves bombard¬ 

ed from all sides with posters in the 
main hall, campaign speeches in the 

making it as a big star on the screen, paul 
edwards dedicates himself very seriously to the 
sea elections for the office of president. 

auditoriuin, and buttons urging 
them to vote, after a competitive race, 
thayer phillipstook the presidency 
after a runoff with paul edwards; 
another runoff between ginger gilbert 
and robert price named ginger vice 
president, ann todd won 
the office of secretary while tony 
smith got the job 
of money-tender 
or treasurer. 
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everybody disagrees on government and tom 
tuUidge is no exception as he points out the 
red marks on a test to mrs. Virginia obenschain. 

all heads turn to the cresendo of ricky schoen- 
thaler's reading in government as he provides a 
break from the usual nose-to front stance. 

disillusioned by his daily studies, kirk roller 
wanders off into a fantasy world of his own in 
u.s. government class to escape the boredom. 
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capturing the glamorous highlights of ages sneaking a peek at some abandoned history 
gone by, mr. ned bonfoey bags that elusive notes, senior connie meinhard absorbs as much 
quality some people call attention. as she can before dashing away unsuspected. 

audio visuals 

Original methods of teaching 
held the interest of social 

studies students throughout the 
school, history students learned the 
advantages of being able to work 
with closed circuit television 
equipment, they filmed 
reports and viewed specially 
prepared programs, government 
classes learned about the process 
of law through conducting mock 
trials and elections, in many 
classes, student teachers arrived 
with fresh and bright ideas, 
guest speakers came often to 
share their ideas with 
students in the classroom. 

damsel not in distress, junior kathy metzg» 
catches every word in earning her perfect '"a" 
average in mr. ned bonfaey^s american hhtory 
class. 
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friendship between man and his best pal, testing the effects of relaxing man s muscles, 
(david stump and a school visitor) are studied clinton bryant and earl nelson seem quite 
and tested In sociology class throughout the day. satisfied with the results In their soc. class. 
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economics and sociology 
attracted herds of students in 

their second year at lee. although 
most students took both one 
semester courses, it was not a 
requirement, mrs. marjbrie langfitt 
came across with many hints on 
consumer protection while 
mrs. rebecca harvill managed to 
stir up hot feelings which 
exploded in class discussions on 
society. 

answers blowing in the wind seems to imply a 
need for a good washing and ironing for "old 
glory" before going back on display. 

1, 

^ 1 
_ 

"what did you say?" iris wells just can't believe 
her ears while listening to the latest school 
gossip in sociology class. 

speaking to the sociology classes on divorce 
laws, marshall coleman makes a hard fact of 
life come into focus with a fine sense of humor. 
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dipdopping" drops of time against a back¬ 
ground of silence reflect an undercurrent of 
constancy; a fundamental ingredient to lee life. 

offering some friendly advice to a sophomore 
biology student, miss marietta beverage sees 
that everybody does it right before moving on. 
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working hard, connie thomas doesn't seem to 
notice the fun as jayne kiscaden finds mr. 
miller's quips amusing. 



' applying the ''work together and well get it "if i have to bite my tongue off to see that thing 
done" theory, biology students kathy beathe, • will, well . . sophomore judy cottrell ex- 

; robert carper, and billy medley share the load. presses her determination to see a hydra. 

Cassette players and audio visual 
equipment aided this year's; 

chem-study classes, slide rules and 
calculators also proved useful in : 
equation solving, meanwhile^ chem-^ ;;; 
istry students studied the basic ele-f: ^ 
ments and learned the fundamentals J 
of writing formulas, dissections in 
every sophomore's biology class 
progressed during the year from the 
earthworm to the squid, physic stu-" ; 
dents aided their study of energy 

through experiments using weights 
and pulleys. 

■"eek!" sophomore barbara meyer is ready to 
leap back to her seat but realizes it's only a 
photographer invading biology class. 

i- ^ 
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math causes students to sink or swim 
underwater world, some sank and to calculus, students found 

some swam while others glided varieties of problem solving waiting 

)ugh with no problems, swimming to capture 
■n ot/Mrvfhincr fmm ffpn^ral math their interest. 

uddenly immersed in numbers, 
variables and seemingly endless 

op art figures, the math crowd 
found themselves In a new 

pondering over her math measurements, 
Joyce armstrong can't decide whether her 
calculations are right or wrong even with a 
ruler's help. 

manipulating thoughts with possible solu¬ 
tions to a math problem, dike rice gives the 
old thinking process a try as he sweats an 
answer out. 

looking perplexed, susan yeago attempts to 
solve another geometry problem with the 
help of her math ruler, compass, and a little 
guessing. 
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smearing the blackboards with dislikes, likes, practicing pronunciation, laura bryant also gets 
and locations, Spanish one students take advan- a large dose oi Spanish culture and at the same 
tage of a chance to express themselves. ' time acquires a passable Spanish accent. 

students hook heads 
into electionic french 

t apes, headphones, and english- and plays, first year Spanish 
french dictionaries aided many students learned the basics 
students in understanding the of speaking Spanish—often through 

basics of first year french, second 1 memorizing and reciting dialogues, 
and third years put the knowledge second and third year students 

to practical use through the | went Into more depth with 
production of television commercials the study of Spanish culture. 
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oddly out of place for the moment in a Spanish 
world, senior dana knopp relaxes and enjoys 
the peace while waiting for her turn to speak. 

"what in the world are you doing to me?" 
mrs. pat trostle finds that becoming beauti¬ 
ful is easier with a little help from her friends. 
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lecturing means notes and notes and tests, 
as lisa Harris rereads her own notes to make 
sure they're legible enough for later study. 

constantly in the background, famous amer- 
ican authors such as bret harte influence the 
thinking of junior english students. 

sliding back into the age of shakespeare and 
the globe theater, anita clemmer shows her 
“enthusiasm" for the senior english program. 

.Alto 



varied courses enhance english classes many ad vanced senior english 
students relived childhood 

memories as they read and studied 
children's literature* other seniors 
undertook macbeth^ while junior 

english classes studied the scarlet 
letter, reading, memorizing, and 
reciting became a part ot the sopho¬ 
more's role in english class as julius 
caesar came to Kiev grammar was also 

an Important part of every english 
class, with students learning all the 
rules ranging from dangling participles 
to split inf initives. 

puzzled looks evolve themselves in the 
daily routines of roger mackay and sherry 
hiner as they find that antagonizing antics 
are yet to come. 

term papers crush the student and "research" 
echoes In his ear. sometimes handy books 
like these can be scratched from the library. 

not dwelling in a fragmented world of 
literature, fay thompson tunes out an english 
discussion for a less complicated inner 
silence. 
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members of the future homemakers of america 
demonstrate their ability as they prepare a de¬ 
lectable reception during fha week. 

talent in various activities future homemakers of america 
received the outstanding chapter 
award in the state for their many 

varied activities, as fund raisers 
they sold brushes and cookbooks, 

held a bake sale, and sponsored 
the spring fling dance, for school 

community projects, fha-ers 
served the district deca contestants, 

the district choral advisers, 
and the sea mid winters dance, 

during national fha week 

march 31 — april 6, the chapter held 
a mother-daughter tea. the club 
achieved its success through the 
aid of its officers — president, 
merrie jo samuels; 1st vice-pres., 
kitty massie; 2nd vice-pres., 
janet hendrix; secretary, 
brenda starkey; treasurer, 
dana sensabaugh; historian, pam hurst; 
reporter, susan collins; and 
adviser, 
mrs. dorothy wood. 

/ 
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females infiltrate men's domain in mech. dr. feminine infiltrstion was more precise, thin lines connected to form students themselves, 
noticeable than ever in the a type of coded format, trips to the 

mechanical drawing classrooms. Christmas projects brought the fine arts center and journeys 
rulers and pencils turned this spirit to art classes. outdoors to create landscapes 

way and that as eyes shot from imaginative etchings, sketches, and added flavor 
the master plans to the short skirts. paintings were as varied as the to art classes. 

"i have just realized that i have no idea 
what i'm doing." phil swann puts something 
together for that all important six weeks grade. 

surrounded by sharp angled precision in¬ 
struments, joe binion carefully lays out a draft 
for a house in his mechanical drawing class. 
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making sure every detail is correct, michael 
!- trimble finds the ruler indispensable in 

■ creating blueprints in mechanical drawing. 

working diligently on one of her several art 
projects, jane harman uses her creative ability 
to put the final touches on her model. 

proving once again that mechanical drawing is 
not just for boys, junior donna corbin creates 
a layout in second year mechanical drawing. 

getting the most out of rulers and compasses, 
junior dean mccoy quickly learns how im.- 
portant a steady hand is in mechaoicai 
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eyes glued to the director and oblivious to every¬ 
thing except the song seems to give the chorus 
an intense look of dedication. 

top vocalists assemble on stage for a practice 
session before the upcoming concert as regional 
chorus gets into full swing. 

lee choristers shake 
rafters, host regionals 

G ausing the rafters of lee high to 
shake were the talented students 

found in mr. boisa taylor's chorus. 
highlighting the year for 

choir members was the district V 
regional chorus held at lee in 

february, choristers spent many 
hours preparing for this event, and 

the weekend was pronounced a 
success, many fund-raising projects 

were held as members strove to 

buy new robes and a new p.a. 
system, extra practices, outside 

of school hours, were held 
to prepare for the many concerts 
held, madrigal singers performed 

16th century madrigals at the 
spring concert while the lee lites 

rocked to the sound of 
"aquarius." the lee chorale 

performed many numbers to 
the theme of "i believe in music." 



with everyone working together to achieve 
the perfect sound, mr. boisa taylor's assembly 
choir warms up for* another day of practice. 

singing and swinging, the assembly choir, led 
by mr. boisa taylor, adds their own special 
touches to the popular rock song, “aquarius." 
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trying to laugh his way through not knowing 
his lines for an "unlaugh-offable" line, 
coach mike brooks discovers being alone. 

who's the ham? it's hard to decide with the 
rest of the gang planning a surprise attack on 
jayne kiscaden and the photographer during 
drama. 

drama classes learn 
finesse of productions 

acting, directing, and applying 
make-up were just a few of 

important basics stressed in drama 
one and two classes taught by mrs. 

diane wymer. the drama department 
started out by presenting a one act 

Christmas play, ''the mouse who didn't 
believe in santa", to children in king's 
daughters' hospital and various local 

churches, the department also 
presented three one act plays open at 

night to the public with "a western 
melodrama" presented in the district 
one act play festival, meanwhile, 
in its second year, music literature 

class under the direction of 
mr. boisa taylor learned to appreciate 
the different forms and eras of music, 
music was played almost daily to 
allow students to develop the 
ability to identify various 
instruments, tempos, and rhythms. 
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rehearsal has its lighter moments with wilbur 
Johnson giving vent to the accumulated tension 
which builds with weeks of hard work. 

kneeling to princes carol butler, the 
jester, philip andrews, discovers hcwp to 
the moon in a »hearsal of many moooit" " 



personalities of the characters project to the 
audience as the play climaxes and perils of 
purity are overcome by the knock-kneed hero. 

"just one more line across this way and you'll 
be perfect." wilbur johnson guarantees that 
all of his actresses are beautiful. 

Shakespeare, alias john hodges, haunts the 
classroom as students question his value, 
anita tutwiler and larry johnson can't 
believe it. 

intent on the play or a passing tete-a-tete is 
the question before joey hodges and anita 
pilson as they watch other drama students 
perform. 



"childhood sweethearts" sherry hiner and 
phiiip andrews paint on nervous smiles and 
lunge into the parts of bashful lovers. 

facing listeners, jeff brooks stands firm to haze 
green, phil andrews, and carol kerrigan. sherry 
hiner lets a giggle slip at practice. 

ft ■^■*1 

plays fulfill drama dept/s goal of success 
Success was the theme of this 

year's drama department begin- 
ing with the fall production 
"blithe spirit" which netted a record 
crowd, the play starred martha 
mizzi as billy moran's 
first wife who returned from the dead 
to haunt his second wife, 

sherry ramsey. 
spring brought the one-act play 
festival with john hodges 
as "shakespeare", a firehouse comedy, 
"four bells means glory", 
and a confused farce," the great 
western melodrama." the 
latter won the contest and traveled to 

mi 

fi-yi 

roanoke to receive an 
excellent rating, 
to wrap up the year, 
a thespian banquet was held 
at ingleside to initiate new members 
and reward the students who 
had made outstanding contributions to 
drama during the year. 

,V. ^ 

acting out excerpts from one of Shakespeare's 
plays, kathy garris, terry pierce, eugene pendle- 
ton, and sharon dodson perform in drama class. 
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drill team members create 
routines to entertain fans 
Parading onto the field at past summer, ginny byrd and 

half time was lee high's julie simantel received some 
own drill team under the direction helpful know-how and some new ideas 

of mrs. Carolyn kinzie. affiliated for various routines, short 
with the "marching leemen," skirts and pretty smiles 

the two talented groups joined together to make the girls a 
combined to give some fantastic winning asset to lee's band, along 
performances, co-captains were with the many hours of hard 

sherry armstrong and sharon ervine. practice every morning, 
participating at a special camp the dedicated by each member. 

pooped out from a long practice/ the drill 
team listens to some final instructions before 
heading back to six long hours of school. 

aching feet are painful but drill team members 
roxie stone and dede wagner find the thought 
of a band trip to va. beach a good remedy. 
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correct carriage is the topic of discussion as 
' - "the out of sight blue and white" girls listen 
I to mrs. kinzie put vigor into marching. 

' early morning practice, complete with sun in 
sleepy eyes, gives the day a painful start for 
the girls who march with the drill team. 

state flag bearer denise shipman and u.s. 
flag bearer diane iten lean against their poles 
and concentrate on the new color guard 
routine.' 



teamwork and patience are essential in the 
successful running of a senior class even with 
a helpful advisor like mrs. becky harvill. 

joking around with a bit of humor, miss vicki 
jarvis uses her friendly personality to capture 
joe binion's cooperation in Spanish class. 

contributing his time to the students' interests, 
junior counselor mr. john mozian gains com¬ 
plete cooperation from the entire student 
body. 

enjoying her role as "victim" in the p.e. first 
aid course, junior ginny byrd seems to have 
nothing wrong except a bad case of giggles. 
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co-operating is key note 
in varied school activities 
Sports,dramatics, music, clubs, 

art, physical education, 
the list of co-operating 

activities goes on and on. 
that's the way it was with most 

of lee's programs — they 
ran on involvement and co-operation. 

extra activities such as powder 
puff and student-faculty games 
depended on these factors, 
concerts, art shows, and ball games, 
math class, use of the 
media center, and cafeteria lines— 
all for one. 

"you better make those baskets or else . . 
coach paul hatcher threatens to attain team co- 
operation one way or the other by adding more 
heat. 

•. / ...; 
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smiles and gestures let everyone know that the 
score's leemen sided as the cheerleaders point at 
the scoreboard and say, it's nice. 

trying to demonstrate cooperation and friend.^ 
liness, leemen dean crawford finds it a bit <f ‘ 
ficult after suffering defeat in a close game. 

combining track skills and complete cooperatioff, 
the champions of various sections gather toget¬ 
her to compete against each other. 
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marching 
leemen rise, 

shine with sun 
kave you ever wondered what it 

is like to be a marching lee- 
man? it meant being at school 

at 7:30 a.m. practicing in a muddy 
field with temperatures around 

freezing, although there were many 
hardships, they were awarded 

with praise from the lee fans as 
they performed their halftffne shows. 

hula girls, skiers, hearts, 
and the map of the united states 
were formed as the band played 

popular tunes to the beat of band 
major, mark haston. under the 

direction of mr. robert sanger, the 
band played the national anthem 
for the pre-game show, not only 

did they play for the lee high 
games, but they showed their skills 

to fans at bridgewater college. 
participating in Staunton's 

annual Christmas parade, they 
provided various tunes of the 

season, they received third place 
honors at the 
harrisonburg 

Christmas parade. 

cheering and shouting with enthusiasm, the 
!hs band proves to be worthy of promoting 
school spirit as well as half-time entertainment. 
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stage band entertains Staunton with rock, jazz 
Ieaning toward jazz and rock beats, Charlottesville, before most they received an excellent rating. 

the lee stage band provided students are out of bed, mr. sanger and the gas shortage hindered the band 
entertainment throughout the the members of the concert band were from going too far for their 

community of Staunton, they per- at school practicing for the district annual spring trip, just the same 
formed for the two junior highs and for band festival and for the concerts they they managed to have a successful 

vsdb. they also participated in gave throughout the year, at the weekend at 
the stage band festival held at district festival at madison college, Virginia beach. 

-.fV, 
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while introducing the next number, mr. robert 
sanger gives the audience some musical insight 
and background information for the next 
numbers. 

playing their rendition of woody herman's 
"woodchopper's ball", the stage band revives 
the big band swing sound popular in the forties. 
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performing one of many musical selections, 
jerry warner and david pelnev of the stage 

■ band add their own touches to please j.l. 
students. 

proving that practice makes perfect, trumpe- 
teer kevin miller sounds out loud and clear 
while performing for the john lewis students. 

demonstrating the other side of stage band, 
senior richard flanagan runs through a 
number one more time on his practice pad. 

mounted behind a mountain of drcMie, 
mfchael hanger checks the set and prepares 
to count down the song at the john lewis 
concert. 
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planting his views info listeners' minds is easy 
for billy moran as he backs his opposition to 
weekday religious education with facts. 

"uncle sam" senior scotty scott practices during 
a debate club meeting his "we want you" 
stance in preparation for things to come. 
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one minute left judges listen to the speakers, 
and Students marvel at their foreknowledge as 
the debate assembly arouses controversy. 

team stirs up 
interest in 

G oming Irom the shadows, the 
debate club began to shine as 
they strove to stir up student 
interest, during an assembly, 

president "scotty" scott, vice- 
president billy moran, secretary 
paul edwards, and charlie foster 

refuting what the affirmative side says takes 
much listening and notes, as scotty scott pre¬ 
pares a reply at the debate assembly. 

displayed their abilities, plans 
were made to start after school 
sessions once a week for students 
who wanted to observe the teams' 
activities, new equipment was 
purchased, a trophy rewarded the 
efforts of the debaters late in march. 
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Fresh ideas and new approaches to standard 
practices are up for grabs as several leeword 
reporters re-hash tentative plans for lee in¬ 
sight. 

pualed over the components of their camera, 
mrs. daudette obenschain and elaine miller 
pot their h^ds together to correct the 
mechanisms. 

propagating new material for lee's under¬ 
ground newspaper, freeword, lester bowers 



literary talent 
is revealed 
in journalism 
A ournalism was a flourishing 
■ field at lee high, with the 

O leeword, the free word, peacock 
ice,andIee|ournal, student 
involvement reached even higher 
levels, unlike the leeword or 
lee journal, peacock ice was 
published solely on contributions 
from the student body at large, 
pam davis and preston brennaman 
were at the head of the literary 
magazine's staff, lee journal was a 
taped radio production done by the 
public speaking classes and aired by 
wton on alternate Saturdays, 
two separate tapes were made by 
the students and mrs, diane wymer 
chose the best, the leeword 
was written and published by the 
lournalism class under the direction 
of mrs. Claudette obenschaln. 

planning and preparing the next issue of 
peacock ice, miss connie Harris reviews the 
materials and topics for creativeness and 
ability. 



"picture day" keeps annual members, alien 
earman and julie parrott, hustling under the 
direction of mrs. terry boyle. 

flashing a "no you don't" smile, editor lynn 
jarvis blends creativity with common sense in 
making the 74 leeway one of the best. 

use of a vivid imagination and a steady hand 
characterize the layouts of senior, anita 
wilkerson, as she designs another leeway 
page. 
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frantic leeway staff members 
sweated and jittered as they 
raced against the clock and the 

calendar to turn out an annual, 
pictures were snapped, developed, 
out, and captioned as the year's 
happenings poured from the 
writers'pens, exhausted sighs 
and grief-filled cries echoed 
through room 32 as the year 
flew by. every picture and 

every word was pondered 
over, improved, and perfected. 

cropping odd sized pictures to fit even odder 
sized spaces, all comes out right under the 
capable hands of staff worker, linda wimer. 

concentrating on getting every detail right, 
senior pam wilkerson crops and measures 
out a space on a layout page of the leeway. 

■ . ■ 1.;. -.'i KS® 
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pondering into space is anita wilkerson who 
pays no attention to the dexterity of philip 
swann while working in annual study hall. 

money transactions are but another duty on 
the list of responsibilities that mrs. terry boyle 
takes as advisor for and savior of the staff. 

copyblock creator cortney ayers reads her 
new masterpiece to a fellow annual staffer and 
searches for ways to improve it. 

ideas while working on the leeway staff. 
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creating appropriate words for the appropri- making the liteYary aspect of school life his 
ate picture isn't all that easy, but susie miska specialty, skip cummings works as editor of^^^- ^ 
applies herself with complete determination. the Jeeword and typist for the leeway. 
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what can i say about a picture like that? 
betsy reardon looks at the photograph one 
more time and does a little caption brain 
storming. 

students, 
staff all 
^roundouf 
Piece by piece, the stained 

glass window grew and fitted 
together, ^^hey, this goes along 

with the theme!" was a frequent 
outcry of the editor, based on the 
belief that throwing people into 
categories is becoming a thing of the 
past, the stained glass window was 
conceived to reflect growing unity, 
ail of the different people were at 
school for one basic purpose, all of 
the different athletes were working 
for victory, ail of the different 
singers strove for a great-sounding 
choir, ideas were tested and put 
to work until the window 
rounded out. 

"if i have to type one more copyblock, i'm 
going to totally lose my mind." elaine miller 
finds that typing half of the leeway is a job. 
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energy crisis? well, at least one lee student 
does his bit to conserve fuel by riding his bike 
to school instead of one of the jammed-up 
cars. 

"happy motoring" is not quite the impression 
that stauntonians get when they go in search 
for that precious gasoline at 55<( a gallon. 



fuel snortages 
reduce trarfic 
and heat 
in|A otivation is hindered, peo- 
JHCfS pie panic, thermiostats go 

down, and the empty gas cans ap¬ 
peared Into mind, electricity—that 
voltaic gold was slowly receding to 
Its hiding place. 1973-74—the era of 
blankets and sweaters found its way 
Into lee high, arriving at school, lee 
students were approached by icy 
hands waiting to clasp shut on them, 
time was pushed up an hour to con- 
serve energy, but it felt pretty 

strange coming to school when you 
thought you just went to bed due to 
the darkness, stauntonians were 
hassled by numerous closures of gas 
stations and nearly outrageous gaso¬ 
line prices, bicycling became a pop¬ 
ular transportation trend, those 
pleasure trips on the weekend were 
almost completely terminated for 
fear that there was no gas for the 
return trip home, if motivation was 
the key to advancement, then was 
fuel the key to motivation? 

gazing down the long and lonely highway, 
leeway photographer david addison per¬ 
ceives the pressing realities of the gas shortage. 

sauntering into a restroom, a lee student may 
discover that some of his more intellectually 
inclined and creative classmates have been 
visiting earlier. 

getting on board the "love train," many stu¬ 
dents at lee were finding new adventures 
waiting at the other end of the track. 
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facilities inspire, encourage student interest 
use of the television tape recorders, monitors, cameras, everything was at the students^ 

equipment, the journalism class lights, and microphones were used disposal and the equipment helped 
spent a six week's period on to record the mock trials as it enabled them to see exactly 
television production, video that government students put on. what they had done 

bygone worlds and those to come, mankind, 
pondered, analyzed, and cataloged in the 
library, finds some effect on students 

change is a sign of the time and the library 
is no exception, the media center, or library 
if you prefer, houses ail forms of media 

proper focusing and angulation is essential 
in presenting a good television image as 
demonstrated by mrs. elnora fountaine 

strenuous sports like basketball and volleyball 
are but two body and mind building activities 
available to all lee high students 

< 32-33 

media centfF 
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Modern equipment makes everything from 
taming to producing a play a lot easier, a fact 
attested by students and faculty alike. 

veaking the routine with a session of television, 
tudents and teachers alike find the taped shows 
Meresting as well as refreshing. 

erox machines are essential equipment in order 
nat teachers can duplicate numerous copies of 
tssential teaching material. 
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equipment for all strenuous activity helps the 1 
individual to develop not only his physique i I 
but his intellect. 

AT leats rip the earth of the I ' 
stadium as wide-eyed fans K ^ 

perched on the edge of the bleachers, h 
tennis shoes pound the track; 1 
runners huffed and puffed as they 
locomoted around and around. 
basketballs thumped across the court 
and swished through thick nets. rt| 
bats smacked baseballs 
and split the air with excitement. ;! 
flying under their own power, jCs- 

!' ’ 

students 
strive to 
win in life 
high Jumpers and pole vaulters soared. 
rackets whacked soft tennis balls 
back and forth as feet darted 
this way and that to keep up. i 
exhausted and brimming with 
pride or anger, 
team members hugged each other : 
and shedded an occasional tea 
over their united ^ | 
battle for victory. ; ' 

n:> 



“nose for news” constantly in joint, david 
stump sniffs out a lee football game and stops 
to joke with mr. angelo cacciapaglia. 

bundled against the cold, football manager, 
greg richardson, stands by with a clean ball in 
case it's needed on the field. 

superstars 
bring fame 

to lee 
fame came to the superstars of 

the team as they moved into the 

limelight with a victorious 6-4 
season, preacher maddox, a long 

established talent, battled his way to 
win the coveted golden helmet 

award for the second time, sharing 
the position of quarterback with 

david buffer, richie mcdonough kept 
one eye on the scoreboard, leonard 

robinson ran through a tunnel of 
opponents that mark and don 

harlow dug. ronnie and rusty boyers, 
james Wallace, t. g. mace, and tony 

hamilton combined forces to lead a 
staunch defense. 

switching latin for football statistics, mr. paul 
espresso keeps everything straight while mr. 
bob Walton cheers the offense on. 
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victory is sweet and feels even sweeter as jay 
\ lancaster, rusty boyers, and cameron pritt chat on 

Si-- - the sideline In the final minutes. 

keeping law and order, several Staunton police¬ 
men may be seen every friday night during the 

grasping one of his "sons" {tg mace), co<i! h 
don Wilson transmits an idea that appa-, t'd' 
flashed through his brain. 
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leemenrun 
as steaming 
locomotive jubilance was expressed by head 
coach don wilson as he reflected 
about the 1973-74 football cam¬ 

paign. a record of six wins and four 
losses proved that coach wilson 
molded the leemen into a more 

smoothly running machine than had 
previously chugged across memorial 

stadium, engineering the offense, 
coach bob walton devised a master¬ 
ful attack and an overpowering run¬ 

ning game, defense functioned 
easily under wes meeteer and dave 

shell while paul espresso coupled re¬ 
cording statistics and pitching levity. 

digging in for a seige on the fleming offense, 
iee linemen try not to allow any yardage 
before getting back the ball. 

lunging desperately at a william fleming back, 
rusty boyers' sticky fingers barely hang on in 
an attempt to stop a big gain. 

eyes glued to the field, mr. charles kurtz and 
mr. delmer botkin strain to see what's hap¬ 
pening inches from the goal post. 
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packed stands tremble with excitement as 
hundreds of fans flock to watch the leemen 
battle through another football game. 

proving that everybody takes a lump or two 
out on the field, chuck boone plows ahead for 
yardage despite a fleming obstruction. 

scoreboard 
lee 
25 Waynesboro 

opponent 
21 

23 Covington 8 

14 andrew lewis 20 
21 northside 0 

7 franklin co. 14 

7 Patrick henry 37 

21 cave spring 28 

28 jefferson 14 

13 amherst 12 
20 wm. fleming 8 
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lee 

scoreboard 

opponent 

6 harrisonburg 8 

2 albemarle 0 

32 lane 6 

13 amherst 6 

14 Waynesboro 6 

14 amherst 8 

14 lane 0 

unmindful of a blitzing amherst safety, 
quarterback, johnny alexander, rears back 
calmly in search of an open receiver. 

Iack of size didn't seem to bother 
the "baby leemen" football squad, 

for their power on the defensive 
line brought them a season record 

of 6-1. middle linebacker, nat craw- 
ford, piled up 47 tackles in 6 games, 

harrisonburg was the only victorious 
team against lee, for they pulled out 

'baby leemen' 
pull 6-1 record 

ahead with an 8-6 ballgame. after 
that first game, the leemen only 
gave up 26 points for the rest of the 
season, under the coaching of robert 
wright and paul espresso, linebackers, 
glen flavin, dean stuart, hiner hamrick 
and gary heston, showed outstanding 
work. 

chomping at his chewing tobacco, coach robert 
wright confers with mr. paul espresso and con¬ 
veys the jv battle plan to nat crawford. 
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proving that nothing’sian stop you when you 
are really determin^^ ricky sowers gains 
som e to u gh y3fd§ Sg^a i n^a m h e rst. 

order to outv> 
simms prepares Jfb 

■ 

the "baby feenien" 
5nd l^lldqiP their 

high goal po^t. 
/ 



nent 
scoreboard 

lee , : 
88 i cave spring 
82 amherst 
65 william fleming 
67 jefferson 
63 northside 
78 cave spring 
72 Patrick henry 
92 andrew lewis 
87 Waynesboro 
JZt_ 

iWitiWti 

WMiram'flerning 
northside 
Waynesboro 
amherst 
Patrick henry 
andrew lewis 
franklin county 

.■-:■> ■. ■■■■ VvVi;> -Wi '• 
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pulling and straining every possible muscle, 
varsity basketball players engage in a tug of 
war for possession of the precious sphere 

J 



leg dodging eugene pendleton makes a quick 
swipe at the ball for another steal and easy 
layup against a taller william fleming guard. 

gritting his teeth in determination, junior for¬ 
ward dean crawford takes an off balance shot 
against a bigger lewis squad. 

18-3 season 
brings spirit 
home again 

raduation sent a great number 
m w of starters away from lee last 
\J^ year and forced her to start 
afresh with haze green, the only big 
man. smallness did not keep the lee- 
men from winning the regular roan- 
oke valley district play with a 18-3 
record, leading the way during the 
season, dean crawford won the dis¬ 
trict scoring race and landed a spot 
on the all district team, eugene pen- 
dleton, mark haston, and frankie 
crawford provided uncountable 
contributions that supported the 
record. 
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remembering Staunton as the home of the 
"super fans" won't be hard for patrick henry 
after being stunned by their enthusiasm. 

coach hatcher 
steers team 
to roanoke Ramed as outstanding coach of 

the area, paul hatcher proved 
his talent with the leemen. he led the 

team all the way to the roanoke val¬ 
ley tournaments only to lose to the 

Jefferson magicians in the closing 
seconds, coach Jim digges added his 

share of basketball strategy as he 
acted as varsity assistant coach and jv 

head coach. 

demonstrating some proof of his leaping 
ability, john stuart sails for a bucket despite 
constantly being at a height disadvantage. 

making the other player earn every point he 
gets is no easy job as junior mark haston 
barely misses blocking a william fleming shot. 
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"up, up, and away" goes eugene pendleton 
as he chalks up another two points to assure 
a victorious basketball game to the lee high 
fans. 

waiting for his turn to prove his skills and 
abilities on the basketball court is tony hamil- 
ton, a determined member of the lee varsity 
team. 

"it don't come easy," seems to be on the 
minds of the leemen as they scrutinize their 
team's plays and try to develop some helpful 
pointers. 

"get up off that floor, eugene." struggling and 
squirming for the precious basketball is one of 
the many traits of lee's own eugene pendleton. 

■•V. 
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smallness in height doesn^t hurt lee jv's I 
Jim digges provided viding the offensive push were waiter 1 

leadership and helped mold a little lewis, scotty Johnson, and robert | 

team into a big defensive brown, defense shined all through 1 
machine, leading the rebounding were the season and helped compensate for I 

nat Crawford and david chaffins. pro- shortcomings on offense. ^ 

featuring small players, the lee jun¬ 
ior varsity basketball team rolled 

to a tie for second place in 
the district only to lose to patrick 
henry in the tournament, coach 

steaming as he pivots, jv waiter lewis flashes 
to his left and looks for a hole to pass the ball 
into another leeman's hands. 

skeptical coach jim digges tells it like it is to a 
wvpt interviewer during the intermission be¬ 
tween the ]v and varsity games. 

sharp instructions are cut into the brains of 
two jv's as coach jim digges lays master plans 
for david chaffins and ebenezer crawford. 
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cave spring 
amherst 
fleming 
jelferson 
northside 
cave spring 
Patrick henry 
andrew lewis 
Waynesboro 
franklin co. 
Jefferson 
fleming - 
northside 
Waynesboro 
amherst 
andrew lewis 
franklin co. 
Patrick henry 
playoff 
Patrick henry 

happy hugs are part of the quick, post game 
celebration for jubilant sophomore jv eben- 
ezer crawford after a hard fought win. 

the ball seems suspended as three hands jet 
upward, waiter lewis clashes with a patrick 
henry player and the referee calls a foul. 

playing patty-cake to keep the fleming jv's 
from getting the ball is a little hairy when 
crowds are still coming in for varsity action. 

opponent 
33 
S3 
46 
37 
32 
so 
46 
51 
41 
64 
50 
34 
51 
42 
62 
57 
62 
48 
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frustrated and happy with wins and losses, team 
members eye the opposition while waiting their 
call to get ready for a turn at the mats. 

grunting and groaning with the effort, tim kidd 
doesn't find wrestling a pushover as he searches 
for a point gaining hold. 

nervously stretching "them big muscles," junior 
larry king waits for his opponent in the 155 lb. 
classification to step to the mats. 
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bodies twist, turn over $5000 mats a novice to the lee sports scene^ 
wrestling made its appearance 

for the first time, groans and moans 
were heard from the gym as 
wrestlers twisted and turned the 

bodies of their opponents, 
rolling over the $5,000 mats, 
the leemen won only one match 
due to inexperience, the team was 
categorized according to weight. 

heavyweight Steve kluge never lost a 
match and tim kidd proved to be a 
power source, coach ron cartwright 
provided the experience necessary 
for future matches. 

almost a pin, undefeated freshman, Steve 
kluge, manipulates his opponent from vsdb 
for a take down and control as the points add 
up. 

glancing at the scoreboard, coach ron cart- 
wright formulates a strategy to help tim kidd 
win precious points in a match at vsdb. 

misery is getting pinned, sophomore george 
wade rolls painfully away amidst a roar from 
an away crowd for a well wrestled contest. 
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kindred spirits and the two clowns, donna 
swink and ginger rowe create a new dance 
with the help of franklin county's pep band. 

keeping warrn is a big problem, but it doesn't 
stop the enthusiasm of the varsity cheer¬ 
leaders as they cheer at a freezing football 
game. 

welcoming the guys onto the court after in¬ 
troductions, the cheerleaders generate their 
enthusiasm to the crowd and to the players. 

standing ready to scream, the varsity cheer¬ 
leaders are backed by a mountain of tenseness 
that was built by the spectators. 
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with the energy crisis, away crowds begin to 
subside, but ginny buckland keeps her spirit 
and leads a small group of fans with a cheer. 

spirit and enthusiasm are important qualities 
for cheering, and donna swink displays them 
well as she leads the crowd in a peppy chant. 

long practice 
fits in lives of 
cheerleaders 
Ggressed from the corridors of 

lee high came a vivacious 
squad of spirited varsity cheerleaders, 
nothing but hard work and innumer¬ 
able hours of tedious practice gene¬ 
rated these girls to an excelled qual¬ 
ity. yelling, jumping, crying, and 
laughing were all components of 
these 1973-74 cheerleaders, on the 
varsity roster were ginger rowe, iris 
wells, donna swink, sharyn goode, 
caryl porte, pam wilkerson, dana 
knopp, evelyn ware, cindy cuculic, 
and their forever-faithful captain, 
ginny buckland. the girls partici¬ 
pated in the quarterback club par¬ 
ade and the Christmas parade 
spreading good cheer to all those 
who attended, acquiring the roles of 
secret pals, the cheerleaders filled 
the players' lockers with tempting 
goodies and loads of good luck 
wishes, once again school spirit 
lived at Ihs. ^ 

a little extra pep comes in handy at an away 
game at andrew lewis as the cheerleaders 
"climb to the top" in a break between over¬ 

times. 
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a screaming salute explodes from cortney ayers 
as she gives her support to lee while teresa 
bennett supports cortney. 

taking it easy before a basketball game, laura 
desportes relieves the nervous tension with a 
smiling face for the photographer. 

showing off some of their cheerleading abil¬ 
ities are carolyn hamrick and ruth fitzgerald at 
one of the girls' basketball games. 

'pepability' excels 
whh the 74 j.v.'s 

Pambling on and on, this group of 
inspiring girls cheered to win the 

hearts of multitudinous sport fans, 
enduring practice sessions became a 

principal part of each jv cheerleader's 
daily life routine, winning, joyous 
tears, crying, losing tears all con¬ 

solidated together throughout the 
1973-'74 season, on the junior varsity 

roster were ruth fitzgerald, pam 
bryant, jane rankin, michele shelton, 

laura desportes, carolyn hamrick. 

terry pierce, teresa bennett, lindsey 
harvill, and their determined captain, 
cortney ayers. these girls exerted 
their pep in numerous girls' basketball 
games as well as the methodical jv 
football and basketball games, filling 
the players' lockers with scrumptous 
goodies and loads of good luck wishes 
was one of the many responsibilities 
of the jv cheerleaders, "pepability" 
was excelled to a superior status at lee 
high. 

m 

■ - 
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sunshine and warm smiles heat spirit to the 
perfect temperature as j.v. cheerleaders cook 
up batches of spectator support. 

arousing the pep of the lee students are teresa 
bennett and lindsey harvill as they stretch 
muscles with enthusiasm at a basketball rally. 
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results materialize for pep club sponsor, mrs. 
jo meeks as extra efforts come in the forms of 
winning seasons and trophies. 

"i'll sock .. to you!" teases John stuart, presi¬ 
dent of the senior class, as he aims to smash 
a pie into the face of Charles kurtz. 

balloons, pep, 
crepe paper 

spark spirit 
Sweeping the school with zest 

abundant, we found the pep 
club hard at work cheering the lee- 
men on to victory, game mornings 
we saw these members decorating 

lockers with balloons, signs, and 
crepe paper as well as the food 

which inspired hard work for the 
team, infiltrating the halls with their 

buttons and pizza stationery, this 
club exerted so much zeal that the 
whole school became active, goal 

post decorations as well as game 
tickets were purchased with the 

funds, ever promoting school spirit, 
they led a fifties' day with all the 
antique clothes dragged out of 

trunks and donned, the pep club 
joined in a loud cheer of, "get it on 

leemen." 
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listening and attempting to come up with 
some unusual fund raising ideas, Ihs pep club 
members put their brains and efforts together. 

"oh come on you all, we can do it!" pleads 
martha mizzi as she tries to convince the pep 
club into taking on a new project to raise 
money. 
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tippy toeing carefully is the name of the game 
for jeff kirtz when he's trying to make it home 
against a sly northside squad. 

"please tell me you're kidding," another 
"waltonism" bubbles up from coach bob 
walton as he and jimmy cook straighten a pre¬ 
game annoyance. 

positioned far off first base in a game of cat 
and mouse with the northside pitcher, junior 
larry king patiently plays the cat. 
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varsity baseball starts 
strong but submits later 
Streaking to victory early in the 

season but submitting later, the 
varsity baseball team finished with 

5 wins and 8 losses, swinging 
a heavy bat for the team was 

leading hitter and mvp Jeff beach, 
tossing 3 winning games was 

Jeff kirtz, outstanding pitcher. 

co-captain eddie bailes along with 
larry king, bob grover and 
mark welcher helped form a smooth 
defensive team, providing the 
support and inspiration 
throughout the year in baseball 
and thefca was 
coach bob walton. 

scoreboard 

Jefferson 
andrew lewis 
william fleming 
northside 
Patrick henry 
cave spring 
franklin co. 
jefferson 
william fleming 
northside 
Patrick henry 
cave spring 
franklin co. 

opponent 
1 
5 
2 

4 

5 
2 

2 
1 

7 
4 

5 
4 

5 

1 ■ ■■■ 
t 

[ every ounce of effort and concentration goes 
into pitcher jim mcnaughton's pitches as he 

I readily fools batters with a sliding curve ball. 

talent, desire, and dedication all go into a recipe 
; for a good team, but the final product is nothing 

i without a team togetherness. 
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realizing that she was supposed to smash 
the ball back over the net instead of through it 
brings out the "oh rats" from tucker smith. 

eye on the ball, right hand holding tennis 
racket flat, lean forward, and hope the ball 
hits, susie miska's methods haven't failed yet. 

frustration etches its mark on freshman margie 
flanagan with an impossible cross court shot 
from a strong turner ashby doubles team. 
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aggressively moving into the net on a fore¬ 
hand puts most valuable player frances 
Simmons on the topside of a point earning 
situation. 

F- 

.hksdfey V. 
IfMmarle^ «> • 

ion^% f je^^arfiseny 

witor.*-.*.* 
e c. glass ■«. 
harrisonburg 

* Handley 
aibemarle 
turner ash by 

girls' tennis win at district, 
ose at state tourneys 
Pebounding from a bad year and 

graduation losses the girls' 
tennis team rode to a 4-7 record, 

two doubles teams won at district 
and sectionals, only to fall at state 
tourneys at the end of the season, 
to form a powerful doubles team 

were most valuable players, 
francis simmons and susie miska. 
they went on to win district and 

sectionals by beating the runner- 

up team of lisa dabney and 
tucker smith, withstanding the 
foursome on trips to places such as 
wythville was coach peggy o'dell. 
playing singles at district were 
robyn walsh and marge flanagan. 
rounding out the team 
was doubles team sandy bonin and 
rebbecca cowan and 
singles player, 
Connie meinhard. 

praying the thing will go over with a last 
desperation shot, lisa dabney ignores the fact 
that she's on a collision course with a pole. 
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boys^ tennis improves 
with age and experience 

erupting from an 0-8 record their joining trammel near the top were 
first year, the boys' tennis Steve staton, the big hacker, and 

team surged to a 4-7 record in their tommy tullidge. John hodges, a 
second year under coach bill mccar- first year team member, got the most 

rick, serving in the top spot was |u- improved award and david buckley, 
nior transfer from north Carolina the little hacker 

iohn trammel, most valuable player, award. 

with a fierce slam to right, john trammel 
pushes his racket through the air and whacks 
the tennis ball full force at his opponent. 

lips pursed in concentrated determined effort, 
cameron pritt juts his rigid arm straight out 
and glues his eyes to the oncoming tennis ball. 
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flying across court to reach the ball, billy 
moran makes tennis practice a part of his 
everyday life as he strives to help the team. 

“wait a minute! grounders are for softball!" 
tommy tullidge sends an amused yet be¬ 
wildered look to the comedian on the other 
side. 

physically relaxed but mentally tensed, bill 
mccarrick takes time from his busy schedule 
as principal of northside to coach boys' tennis. 

caught in the last stage of a follow through 
slam, john hodges watches the ball closely to 
see if his opponent will return with foite. 
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boys' track 
eoes to state^ 
district meets 
d arting about the track, the boys^ 

track team raced to second place! 
in the roanoke valley district.; 

pacing the team onward was josd 
gomez, the team's mvp. senior johnj 
dawson, voted the most dedicated^ 
vaulted to new records and made i1^ 

to the state meet, outstanding sprintH 
er tony hamilton raced to the stat<^ 

meet also, coach wes meeteeii 
provided the inspiration thd 

entire season, working with meeteei^ 
was joe cochran, winston wine^ 

and paul espresso* 

E 

"not bad, larry, not bad." larry pettus smiles , 
triumphantly as cross country coach don rob- 
erts reviews the timings and distances. 

each hope to surpass the 87 other runners in 
the sma invitational, yet all find the challenge , 
great as unwilling muscles tire. 

casually passing the time with some interested 
friends, a lee trackman relaxes and enjoys the 
good feeling after a hard earned win. 

straining every nerve, star runner billy sowers 
glides past amazed coaches at the sma invita¬ 
tional track meet. 
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opponent 
46 

531/2 

86 
54 
821/2 

441/2 

37 
60 

102 

wm. fleming 
Patrick henry 
lane 
sma 
Harrisonburg 
franklin co. 
albemarle 

leading a thundering pack, billy sowers makes 
the turn and heads for the home stretch to 
complete a decisive win in the sma invitational. 

golden haired speedster robin knopp races to 
catch former lee student Steve darcus in a los¬ 
ing effort against albemarle. 
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trustfully looking ahead while cindy elmore 
hands the baton, bernadine miller blasts off for 
her leg of a relay after a perfect exchange. 

happy to be there, anxious to start, the lee 
girls participate in the formal pre-meet march 
around the track at the state championship. 

flying high against the near impossible forces 
of gravity and wind ends after a flight of nearly 
sixteen feet for long jumper sue batt. 

track team streaks to 
district, sectional titles 

exploding on the track, the 
girls' track team raced to a 

4-1 record and titles at district 
and sectionals, supporting the girls 

in her first year coaching was 
mrs. jo meeks with help from 

pat mccool and terry boyle. 
most valuable player cindy elmore 

and sue batt paced the team in 
scoring, while others such as 

Judy bonin, karen sanger, and 
judy Cottrell supported with points 
of their own. anne carr and 
mary beth mekay, the only seniors 
on the team, were co-captains, 
girls that will be runners for three 
more years were bernadine miller 
and chrys dunnings. the girls, 
team sent 8 girls to state 
but did not place in any event. 

"only one more lap to go!" junior sue batt 
keeps up her speed until the very end as she 
warms up for a day's practice with girls' track. 
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winding up for a super heave in the discus, 
sophomore judy cottrell displays the form and 
balance necessary for a bright future. 

happiness is winning a regional meet and 
: track coach mrs. jo meeks also likes the added 
! extra of a silver trophy for the display case. 

>n!y inches behind, junior 440 runner sue 
)att strains even near the finish to catch up 
vhile the timers remain poised at the line. 
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lee women 
bring district 
title home 
Iee was struck rich with success 

in its second year of supporting 
a girls' basketball team, 

coach peggy o'dell led her team 
to be number one 

in the northwestern district 
as they came home with 

a smashing victory over central high 
of Woodstock, they ended 

their season with a 15-1 record, 
their one defeat was in the 

first game, the "leewomen" were 
found at the bottom of a 31-27 

score giving lane the game, 
shirley jones, susie miska, 

and judy bonin led 
the team in scoring 

and rebounding, shirley 
had a total of 273 points 

for the season, 
keeping on their toes, 

adrine morgan and sandy yancey 
exercised their quick relfexes. 

shirley jones was voted the most 
valuable player and 

judy bonin, the most spirited, 
since the whole team 

devoted many hours of 
practice and hard work, 
they all received letters, 

defense was the key word 
in coach pat mccool's book 

as the lee j.v. girls' 
basketball team posted an 

undefeated season In its first year, 
chris dunnings was quick 
on defense, the jv's held 

all but one team, turner ashby, 
in collecting more than 20 

points, leading in rebounding 
barbara meyer scored 100 rebounds 

and judene crawford 75. 
the scoring leaders were 

chris dunnings and karen sanger. 
karen received the high individual 

mark of 16 points against lexington. 

court congestion results as lisa dabney and 
judy Cottrell clash together, arms and legs 
fly to recover the basketball. 

"get ready, people; this one's coming 
through!" fancy footwork and dazzling bluffs 
enable adrine morgan to score high. 
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fans tensely hold their breath as the ball 
springs from the finger tips of lisa dabney in 
an attempt to make another basket. 

anxious, wide-eyed faces of her opponents 
draw as lisa dabney strains to push upward 
only inches under the lee basket. 

delighted at her fake outs, connie meinhard 
smiles as she sends her guard tumbling face 
first onto the hard wooden floor. 
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awards banquet honors talented students 
riple award winner barrie jo miller 

collected the dar citizenship 
medal, shared the rotary code of 

ethics award with john stuart, and also 
went to girls' state with caryle porte. 

the spring and fall sports banquets 
lighted candles on a cake with 

preacher maddox winning the golden 
helmet award, fiery play brought 
dean Crawford and shirley jones 

basketball mvp honors, topping off 
a trip to state tennis play, 

francos simmons and susie miska 
shared a dual 

mvp award. 

walking away with the mvp award in baseball, 
jeff beach is recognized for his outstanding 
performances during the 1974 spring season. 

presenting the mvp award to jose gomez is 
coach wes meeteer, for hisjine achievements 
throughout the year in track. 

leadership, good. citizenship, and under¬ 
standing are all combined into one person, 
john Stuart, receiving the rotary code of 
ethics award. 

accepting the mvp award for her dedication 
to the girls' track team, cindy elmore is con¬ 
gratulated by coach jo meeks at the sports 
banquet. 

receiving the mvp award for the most valu¬ 
able tennis player is john trammel from his 
coach bill mccarrick for his determined 
efforts. 
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smiling faces and a winning season combine 
to lead the girls' track team to the sectional 
trophy and the satisfaction of being number 
one. 

representing lee high at girls' state, caryle 
porte takes time out from her busy schedule 
to pose for leeway's photographer, lisa 
dabney. 

accepting the runner-up trophy proves to be a 
not so happy an occasion for the fighting lee- 
men in the roanoke district basketball playoffs. 

girls' state delegate, barrie jo miller, thinks 
of her accomplishments at lee, the rotary code 
of ethics and dar citizenship awards. 
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juiiior inductees listen intently as the goals 
and purposes of the national honor society 
are explained to them at the annual assembly. 

sometimes getting into an organization is not 
as hard as living up to its ideals as national 
honor society members plan ahead. 

bored by slow proceedings debbie bridges uses 1 
the aid of a free hand to keep her head high 4 
during a national honor society meeting. ; 
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nhs adds new 
members in 
fall, spring 
Grisp autumn and blossoming 

spring brought forth new in¬ 
ductees for the national honor so¬ 
ciety. following the two induction 
ceremonies, a tea was held for the 
parents and new members of the 
society, to attain membership into 
the society a scholastic record of 90 
for seniors and 92 for juniors had to 
be held for a four year period, ad¬ 
vised by mr. John house, members 
chose officers to provide leadership 
next year, presiding over society 
members, david yeago encouraged 
them to offer their scholastic talents 
as a service to others who 
requested tutoring. 

addressing the new members of the national 
honor society, mr. john house conducts the 
induction ceremony with distinction and 
clarity. 

proudly accepting her certificate, tucker 
smith pauses to shake hands with nhs presi¬ 
dent david yeago before becoming a bona 
fide member. 

delivering his speech on the qualifications of 
nhs members, eddie bailes uses past experi¬ 
ences and present hopes for the rising seniors. 
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oh my nerves . . mr. wes meeteer dis¬ 
covers the benefits of his morning jogs; they 
give him a second wind for the last week of 
school. 

sky rockets and fireworks are the most typical 
mark of the last day of school as many stu¬ 
dents set up elaborate shows. 

a couple of dr. peppers and a mountain dew 
send susie miska and susan hanger into 
ecstasy as the cool liquid soothes parched 
throats. 
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exams, locker clean out 
point out the end of school 

Iaughter filled the school 
as notes were crammed 

into huge hall trash cans, 
a few lucky seniors managed 

to escape the stress of 
final exams with exemption, 
the weather became mellow 

and suddenly the prom 
and the senior picnic 

were more Important than 
homework, most were 
glad to see it end. 

some seniors had second thoughts, 
lee high school sighed and smiled 
as she watched over 1,000 students 
float down her hill 
and into 
summer. 

r 
hard at work taking notes, cindy coffey sticks 
to her books in hopes of earning the right not 
to take any exams in senior exemptions. 

dancing out of doors and briskly casting his 
books onto the pavement, this student 
expresses his joy at seeing school end at long 
last. 

entertaining his amused friends one last time, 
mark sterrett climbs high up to the ceiling 
and imitates his very "favorite" teacher. 
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varied expressions grip the hodge-podge of 
different faces as al! minds turn to the hot 
action on the basketball court. kot cars and drag races, pot 

parties and rock concerts, ball 
games and sweaty locker rooms, 

scholarship and nhs. prayer meetings 
and spiritual help, drama, art, and 
music, people in all shapes and sizes; 
each with a dream and a goal radically 
different, but united in a spring-time 

people unite 
to form a 
novel society 
youth, reds, whites, and blues marvel 
at purples and pinks, while yellows 
and greens wonder at oranges and 
browns, melting into one school for 
one specific reason, a full education 
is ultimately achieved in this one 
building society, indeed we are 
rounding out. 

H'l'. 
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pausing from her daily routine of secretar¬ 
ial work for a quick picture is mrs. thelma 
brown, an office staff member who does 
tons of paper work. 

“the great thinker" is exemplified by lee 
high's own delmer botkin as he searches 
for new improvements to liven up school 
practices. 

“hey, one at a time!" mr. Charles kurtz 
seems to be saying as everyone tries to get 
his attention and approval at the same time. 
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besides living up to the role 
of a high school principal, 
mr. Charles kurtz acted as 

chairman of the Virginia high school 
league, rnr. delmer botkin, 

assistant principal, was also the 
school's athletic director, fiorida 

"was visited by mr. alphonso hamiiton. 
mr. hamilton and his family toured 

disney world, silver springs, and 
ocean world, mrs. thelma brown 

performed the secretarial duties 
in her 20th year in the school 
system, myrtle beach, south Caro¬ 
lina w^as the vacation spot of 
mrs. june zeigier. Fifty 
unfortunate flounder were caught 
by mrs. sherry simantel and herfami 
ly when they travelled to ocean city, 
maryiand. mrs. simantel found 
pleasure in weekend camping 
trips and collecting recipes. 

outside world lures 
principals, secretaries 

helping floundering students and teachers 
alike to straighten out their days, mrs. 
sherry simantel gladly aids mrs. diane 
wymer. 

holding his glasses in his hand, mr. 
alphonso hamilton plays the smiling dis¬ 
ciplinarian as he looks Up from the deten¬ 
tion hall roster. 

smiting from her corner of the office, mrs. 
june Ziegler prepares to attack another 
stack of paperwork from mr. charles 
kurtz's desk. 
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library is 
changed to 
media center bombarded with ail new 

equipment and learning 
materials, lee's library became 
the "media center" with mrs. 

elmira fountaine serving as audio¬ 
visual technican and mrs. angelo 
cacciapaglia the print specialist, 

director of the media center, mrs. 
nell wright, found herself con¬ 

tinuously busy with the constant 

use of visual aids, in the guidance 
department, the secretaries, mrs. 

katherine brooks, mrs. opal 
homan, and mrs. mary lou parkins 
worked to keep transcripts typed 

and files in order while 
mrs. clara cummins, mr. ernie 

holley, and mr. John mozian 
counseled students. 

guiding the guidance counselors, mrs. 
mary lou parkins records and files all of 
the day to day records that follow every¬ 
body. 

explaining the importance of selecting 
necessary subjects for college bound 
students, mr. ernie holley uses his time 
to prepare lee students. 
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dedicated and determined, mrs. clara 
cummins does piles of book work while 
proving to be a very helpful and under¬ 
standing guidance counselor. 

determining class ranks for the junior and 
senior classes, mrs. opal homan calculates 
every point to inform the students of their 
averages. 

surrounded by various media center par- 
aphenalia, mrs. neil wright introduces the 
audio-visual material as a new aid for stu¬ 
dents. 

programming her next tv taping, mrs. 
elnora fountaine demonstrates the correct 
procedures for a successful filming in the 
media center. 



expounding upon the valid points of the 
works currently under analysis, mrs. jean 
daniels conducts her classes on an adult level. 

teaching while she files, mrs. ciaudette 
obenschain explains and illustrates the fund¬ 
amentals of journalism to new reporters. 

lee values 
piano playing 

journalist 
besides her position as advisor 

to the le^ord much of ciau¬ 
dette obenschain's spare time 

involved crocheting, piano playing 
and photography, miss diann leh- 
man worked on her masters thesis 

during her summer vacation, paint¬ 
ing her house and traveling to eng- 

land managed to keep mrs. jean 
daniels occupied during the pre¬ 
vious caster and summer, leeway 

advisor, terry boyle showed her 
champion dachshunds and swung a 

good bat in the women's city softball 
league, an avid reader and record 
collector, mrs. Virginia martin en¬ 

joyed her summer traveling 
throughout historic new england. 
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standing up the whole day at the blackboard 
can get tiring, so mrs. diane lehman takes a 
break while hearing student reports. 

adventure in early american literature comes 
alive as mrs. terry boyle shows juniors what 
life was all about "way back then". 

sorcery, knights in shining armor, days of 
feasting, and medieval castles come alive with 
mrs. Virginia martin's special touches. 
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quickly reacting to a student's witty com¬ 
ment, miss bea morris shows that a good 
sense of humor is essential to a well 
rounded class. 

enslish 
teachersTead 

busy lives 
fee's english teachers proved to 

be as busy outside the class¬ 
room as they were in. their 

interests ranged from reading and 
needlepoint to training dogs, 

miss linda carter, in her first 
year at lee, trained her irish 

setter, katie, while mrs. 
patricia gantt, also a newcomer 

to Staunton's school system, 
enjoyed reading, sewing and de¬ 

corating her new home. mrs. 
martha hamrick also kept a busy 
schedule with the building of a 

new camp on middle river, miss 
beatrice morris made singing 
her hobby, mrs. diane wymer 

headed up the thespian society 
and all dramatic productions, 

and miss connie harris kept 
the peacock ice staff organized. 

heading up all dramatic productions 
means a hectic schedule, but mrs. diane 
wymer takes time to stop and relax from 
a busy day. 
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shuffling merrily through a pile of paper 
money, mrs. pat gantt takes time out from 
teaching to indulge in a moment of quiet. 

spicing up her english classes with a bit of 
humor, miss connie harris attempts to capture 
her students with laughter and a relaxed 
atmosphere. 

a little bit of humor always helps to break the 
ice as miss linda carter attempts to assure her 
english class that she wants to be friends. 

tinkering with the projector is only the first 
step of showing a filmstrip for mrs. martha 
hamrick as she teaches her english classes. 
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mexico, 
music, 

dogs fill lives 
of linguists 

bringing the reality of Spanish to 
her students, mrs. patty trostle 

chaperoned a trip to 
mexico this summer as well 
as finding time and energy 

to teach school, miss vickie Jarvis 
kept her interest in music 

kindled while she instructed 
first and second year 

Spanish students, a newcomer to 
the Spanish department, mrs. 
brenda wright, found raising, 

training, and showing dogs to be a 
rewarding experience, acting as 

language department head, 
mrs. karen scott also worked to 

impress the art of french 
upon her students. 

"i am going to town yesterday"? mrs. pat 
trostle is unable to hold back a laugh before 
suggesting that her students drag out their 
texts. 

teaching her class with a bit of humor, miss 
Vicky jarvis demonstrates how correct 
Spanish be written and punctuated with 
accuracy. 
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"parlez-vous a humma humma?" mrs. carolyn 
kinzie freezes to the sounds of “new french" 
before offering a more valid answer. 

funny dialogues help to make Spanish appeal¬ 
ing as mrs. brenda wright finds the story of 
daniela's long false eyelashes worth a smile. 

passing out good grades seems to put a smil¬ 
ing face on mrs. karen scott as she stresses 
correct pronunciation in her french classes. 



deductions , . . children, compensations? 
w-2 form, file, 1040 form . . . spring brings 
income taxes to mrs. jo meeks' govern¬ 
ment classes. 

using the old flutter hand to emphasize a 
point, mr. jim digges unfolds a vast record 
of empires and dominions in his history 
classes. 

hand gestures emphasize the important 
points as miss sarah palmer lectures to her 
government classes on the workings of 
communism. 

former sma teacher ned bonfoey enjoys 
having young ladies in his class as lynne 
stoops adds sparkle to the routine of 
history class. 

oddities of consumerism produce laughs 
as mrs. marge langfitt hangs on to the 
podium during a class discussion in 
economics. 
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social science 

students advising john stuart and co. 
of the senior class kept 

mrs. rebecca harvill busy, while 
mr. don Wilson's football team did 
battle on the field, mrs. jo meeks' 
|v and varsity cheerleaders 
cheered them on. sma 
gave lee mr. ned bonfoey, who 
had been commandant of 
cadets for two years there, 
concern over the environment 
gave mrs. marge langfitt reason to 
guide the environment commit¬ 
tee. membership of the lee gui¬ 
dance committee and standards 
of quality council kept mr. don 
hamilton active, besides acting as 
public relations writer for the 
school board. 

floating from room to room from period 
to period can really be a hassle as mrs. 
Virginia obenschain has to tote along 
everything. 

inspiration and encouragement are pump¬ 
ed into the seniors by their class advisor, 
mrs. becky harvill, who offers her help 
whole heartedly. 

"now what?" mr. dofi hamilton, history 
department head, attacks his load of 
responsibility with the aid of his trusty 
typewriter. 

tired from a morning jog in the park, mr. 
don Wilson relaxes a moment before re¬ 
entering a raging world of men and mice 
in history. 

/ 



knocking on the blackboard to attract 
wandering eyes, miss linda riley finds a 
way to hold attention during the pre- 
christmas week. 

seemingly as puzzled as his math students, 
mr. james christy attempts to offer solu¬ 
tions to a very perplexing problem in his 
geomery class. 

wheels in motion, thought intense, mr. 
jay higgs stays busy with the mountain of 
test papers from his algebra students. 
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explaining his logic to a patient mr. 
roberson, alien earman finds calculus 
orderly process of one's thinking. 

taking tiffle from correcting papers, mrs. 
patricia kidd points out one of the weirder 
figures students learn in geometry. 

math teachers 
save money 
in activities f merest of lee's math teachers 

extended from the classrooms 
mr. jay higgs spent his spare 

time bowling and shooting pool, 
sponsoring the junior class 
and the afs club took 
up many extra hours of 
mr. william roberson. 
target shooting fascinated 
mr. james christy while the 
flower world captivated 
mrs. Sara hanger, miss linda riley 
found making things interesting 
as she saved and knitted in her 
spare time, camping and hand 
crafts found their way into mrs. 
patricia kidd's open weekends 
and extra hours. 
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working on a book of tales from an Italian 
childhood or taking the roll, mr. angelo 
cacciapaglia livens things up with his “slugs." 

“why me?" mrs. wanda poe ponders the age 
old question while anxious dissector “oper¬ 
ates" on his first frog specimen in biology. 

learning is a two way business when james 
Washington explains the way to do “his thing" 
to mrs. Isabel mcswain during biology. 

any lost chemistry student can find ready help 
from mr. olin miller on anything from period¬ 
icals to complicated equations. 
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travelling 
traps fancy 
of teachers 
foreign lands tasted america this 

summer when science teachers 
traveled abroad, austria was the 

vacation spot of mr. john house, miss 
marietta beverage journeyed to mex- 
ico with mrs. pat trostle's group, 
trips to honoiulu, guam, and japan 
were taken by mrs. isabel mcswain. 
"shutterbugging" captured the in¬ 
terest of mr. angelo cacciapaglia. in 
her first year of teaching, mrs. wanda 
poe found pleasure in playing the 
piano and the guitar. 

injecting his vitality and sometimes scary 
philosophy of the future into his classes, mr. 
john house spells out a new kind of learning. 

displaying a type of sponge, miss marietta 
beverage strives to make biology an interesting 
learning experience for her students. 



instructors 
remain active 
during year farming remained the major 

interest of mr. donald ro- 
berts, who also sponsored the 
sea. mrs. dorothy wood found 

time to embroider as she nursed a 
broken ankle that she received in 

a fall while grocery shopping, to 
relax and enjoy himself, mr. boisa 

taylor sang and danced, he also 
acted as counsellor at massanetta 

music camp and attended two 
seminars at massanetta springs. 

showing the marching band banner to a 
band member, mr. robert sanger works to 
organize the multi-member band into a 
smoothly running unit. 

pausing to weigh the facts, mr. don roberts 
concentrates on a way to explain theories 
of industrial arts to his class of rising handy¬ 
men. 

sometimes a sense of humor comes in 
handy for industrial art teacher ronald 
gough when it all boils down to some silly 
mistake. 
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one, two, three . . beat giving chorus 
director mr. boisa taylor meets the end of a 
long day on the auditorium stage in shirt 
sleeves. 

helping her girls plan mock weddings is 
only part of the fun for mrs. dorothy 
wood, here, she views the finished product 

lending a helping hand, mrs. shirley 
Worrell laughs with her art students as they 
create a masterpiece from a solid block of 
carving stone. 

I 



scrutinizing the typing skills of his pupils with 
careful eyes is mr. phenix williams of the busi¬ 
ness department, who implores typing accu¬ 
racy. 

lee trains 
tomorrow's 

businessmen 
oung businessmen and women 

have ample opportunities to 
build for their futures at lee 

high, even though business comes 
before pleasure, the teachers have 
their fun, too. mrs. sue wilson en¬ 

joyed sewing, reading, cooking, and 
showing cats, while another animal 

lover, mr. j. phenix williams enjoyed 
raising tropical fish, helping the sen¬ 
ior class is among the many pastimes 

of miss louise terry, although mrs. 
sue morley found time to help the 
seniors, too, she also enjoyed golf¬ 
ing, swimming, and playing bridge, 
converting her pleasure into busi¬ 

ness orientated activities, mrs. olive 
h. couch devoted her spare time to 
the roles of treasurer of soroptimist 
club and also the secretary of busi¬ 

ness and professional women's club, 
these teachers have also found plea¬ 
sure in teaching the various business 

subjects at lee as indicated by their 
69 combined years of dedication. 

trying to prepare her students for their future 
business professions is mrs. sue wilson as she 
points out the preciseness of bookkeeping. 
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dictating passages as fast as she can from the 
words is a good drill for future secretaries as 
mrs. sue morley ignores flurrying fingers. 

"if all else fails, resort to the eraser" mrs. olive 
couch explains the not so unique technique 
of mistake fixing to senior mona tate. 
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squinting, mrs. doris collins watches girls 
practice tennis in the park as phys. ed. 
classes march to the courts in warm 
weather. 

rolied-up pants legs, sunglasses, lawn 
chairs, and those crazy beach hats mark 
the beginning of summer sports, for mrs. 
peggy o'dell. 

locking his class in a stern scowl, coach 
bob walton establishes discipline to 
strengthen leadership in his third year as 
coach. 
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Hand on the car dobt, driver's ed. teacher paul 
hatcher doubles as coach and instructor to 
sophomores who want to learn driving skills, 

standing In for mrs. doris collons, mrs. diann 
mace works with girls in classroom phys. ed. 
and listens to ideas during first semester. 

p.e. teachers 
double as 
coaches Iee high's p.e. teachers did 

more than teach physical ed¬ 
ucation and health to sopho¬ 

mores, juniors, and seniors, 
keeping busy in her second 
year at lee, mrs. peggy o'del! 
coached the girls' basketball 
and tennis teams, taking over for 
mrs. doris collins in teaching 
girls' phys. ed. first semester was 
mrs. diann mace, aside from 
serving as coach for the varsity 
basketball team, paul hatcher had 
his own book, the stack offense— 
the basketball clinic published, 
coaching the indoor and outdoor 
track teams kept wes meeteer 
busy, while bob walton served as 
head-baseball coach and advisor 

to the fca. 

shooting a sideways glance at the ball, wes 
meeteer tries some fancy shots to kill time 
at the end of the period and entertain 
spectators. __ 



advertising, merchandising, and selling can 
be awfully confusing without mr. richard 
carson around to head up the de dept. 

brain to plan a nutritious 
ittle variety, dietician elsie 
responsibility and battles 

straining the 
lunch with a 
fry shoulders 
complaints. 

socializing at a deca regional meet, mr. 
harry lunsford and mr. fred cook seem 
happy at the performance of their students 

r 
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various staffs await summer vacations 
Summer roiled in and 

mrs. eleanor sanger turned in her 
bandaids. she and her family traveled 
to georgia and abingdon, va, they 
saw life with father at 

barter theater, mr. james cook he also sponsored the distributive 
found pleasure in collecting education club, the hobbies of 
''^humorous items.^' motorcycles mr. harry lunsford, a newteacher, 
and cars captured the ranged from photography to 
interest of mr. richard carson. music, sports, and travel. 

leaning on his king size broom, head 
custodian paul Jordan shoves the moun¬ 
tain of trash left from locker clean-out to 
the incinerator. 

"you don't look sick to me." mrs. eleanor 
sanger pops a thermometer into her um- 
teenth mouth as lindsey harvill visits the 
clinic. 

stationed at the monsterous sink, two 
smiling cafeteria workers pause in the 
mad rush before lunch to receive re¬ 
cognition for their work. 
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lee monarchs 
crown 

to juniors 
the nobles of lee reigned for a- 

year and reluctantly, gladly 
passed the position to the ju¬ 

niors. senior activities were advised 
by mrs. rebecca harvill and author¬ 
ized by john Stuart, president, bar- 

rie miller, vice-president, anne carr, 
treasurer, and chris gardener, secre¬ 

tary. 2400 dish cloths were ordered 
to sell, a chilly december bake sale 

brought warmth to the budget, a 
special tingle was brought to Christ¬ 

mas as seniors planned the tradi¬ 
tional Christmas party but their ef¬ 
forts proved futile due to sn.ov^ 
the weather warmed, s^ni(^ 

guests of the 
caps and gov@is 

sprrri^^an^ 
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david ashley addison 
Helen mary arehart 

robert claiborne atkins 
brenda may barton 

Vincent tyrone becks 

lesJie louise borrell 

david edwin allison 
patricia ann armstrong 
lawrence edward bailes 

Jeffrey hall beach 

debra wagner bell 
Charles Howard bosserman 

theresa medina altizer 

sherry lynne armstrong 
david john barachie 
dorothy renea beach 

deborah bowen blackwell 
Steve allan boward 

patti sue anthony 
pamela jean ashby 

pamela patricia barrett 
lindadiane becks 

Charles norman boone 
cary robert bowman 
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Sylvia V. breckenridge preston brenneman debra kay bridges katherine louise brooks michael keith brooks robert peter bruce 
lauralouisebryan Virginia elaine buckland david henry buckley deborah elizabeth bundy linwood jones bundy elizabeth mark burnett 

what makes a good leader? senior class 
president john stuart listens to what the 
obscure people have to say too in doing 
his best for all. 

seniors sing, dance, cheer to crowds 
Singing to their heart's content, we 

found robbie atkins, sylvia 
breckenridge, debbie bundy, and 

elizabeth burnett supporting their 
assembly choir, devoting many hours 

of practice and hard work was 
chuck boone, one outstanding player 

of the fighting leemen's football 
team, yelling her head off on the 

sidelines, ginny buckland worked hard 
to lead lee high fans in cheers and 

chants, participating in half-time 
activities were leslie borrell and 

polly corten, members of the marching 
leemen. creating dance routines to 

the band's music were majorette, 
wanda cash, and drill team member, 

sherry armstrong. david addison. 

helen arehart, eddie bailes, 
leslie borrell, ginny buckland, and 

anne carr worked hard in keeping good 
grades so that they could be members 

of nhs. eddie bailes and anne carr 
found time to hold offices in two 

outstanding groups, eddie was 
president of the fca and anne served 

as treasurer of the senior class. 
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N john Stephen butler 
I Icennelh lee Campbell 
^ ann quinn carr 

barbara jean chastain 

li Cynthia gay colfey 
poliy ann corten 

elizabeth cameron butt 
lyle thomas Campbell 

wanda kay cash 

richard alien clatterbaugh 
linda fay coffey 

karen sue coulbourn 

teresa darlene caldwell 
susan watts Campbell 
brenda sue casiday 

sandra lee cobb 

linda gregory coffey 
bruce alien craun 

kathleen e. Campbell 
susan hays carper 

stevan alan chambers 
Charles franklin coffey 
donna sherry Conner 

laurie crockett 

david addison — golf 11; track 11; cross country 11; nhs 11,12; leeway 

10,11,12;leeword12. 

david allison — tennis 11; environment comm. 11; chess 10,11. 

theresa altizer — pep band 10; soph, v.-pres. 10. 

patti anthony — soph, sec, 10. 

helen arehart — nhs 11,12; fta 10,11,12. 

Patricia armstrong — Spanish club 10. 

sherry armstrong — chorus 11,12, 

Pamela ashby — Spanish club 12. 

robert atkins — jv football 10; varsity football 11; golf 10; jv track 10; 

assembly choir 10,11,12; stage 11,12; homeroom pres. 12. 

edward bailes — varsity baseball 10, 11; nhs 11, 12; sea 10; fca 11,12; 

homeroom pres. 11; homecoming rep, 12. 

david barachie — varsity basketball 11; jv basketball 10; varsity foot¬ 

ball 11; golf 10,11; fca 11,12. 

brenda barton — deca 11,12. 

Jeffrey beach —|v football 11,12. 

renea beach — fha 11. 

linda becks — sea 12; fta 10; pep club 11. 

Vincent becks — choir 10,11,12. 

debra bell — deca 10,11,12. 

sugar and spice and all is nice .... debbie roszak 
and jane hanger practice smiling while waiting 
for their sitting. 
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finding a quiet place for some serious talk can 
be a problem but senior ginger rowe solves it in 
the audio-visual room of the media center. 

Cindy cuculic — varsity cheerleader 12; jv cheerleader 11; girls track 

10, 11; sea 10, 11; pep club 10, 11, 12; prom rep. 11; homecoming 

rep. 10,11. 

william Cummings — track 11; afs 11, 12; Spanish club 12; sea 12; en¬ 

vironment comm. 11, debate 12; leeway 12; leeword 12. 

lisa dabney — girls' tennis 10, 11; girls basketball 11, 12; nhs 11, 12; 

icc 12; afs 10,11,12; sea 10; leeway 11,12; peacock ice 10,11. 

pam davis choir 12; leeword 12; lee journal 11; peacock ice 11,12. 

john dawson — jv football 10; track 10,11,12; Spanish club 12. 

deborahdedrick — deca 10,11,12; chorus 11; pep club 10, 

majar dedrick — deca 10,11,12. 

edwin eagle — golf 10,11,12, 

alien earman — nhs 11,12; environment comm. 10,11; leeway 10,11, 

12. 

carol eckard — Spanish club 11,12; fta 10,11; band 10,11. 

sharon ervine — drill team 11,12; pep club 10. 

douglas fauber — vica 11,12. 

fred faught tennis 12; environment comm, 11. 

diane ferguson — environment comm. 10; peacock ice 12, 

john fitzgerald — golf 10. 

roxanne fitzgerald — pep club 10. 

richard flanagan track 10, 11; cross country 10; environment 

comm. 10,11. 

daniel flavin — varsity football 11,12; jv football 10; golf 10; deca 10. 

randall fletcher — deca 10,11, 

mary folks — environment comm. 10,11,12; band 10,11,12. 

Charles foster — nhs 11,12; environment comm. 11; debate 11,12. 

Steve fretwell — track 10; deca 10,11,12. 

crystal gardner — nhs 11, 12; sea 10, 11, 12; environment comm, 11; 

class secretary 11,12; sea secretary 11. 

haze green — varsity basketball 11,12; jv basketball 10; deca 10. 

daniel griffin — jv football 10; track 10; deca 10,11,12, 

thelma guffey afs 10, 11, 12; Spanish club 10, 11, 12; peacock ice 
11,12. 

cynthia anne cuculic william custis Cummings lisa gene dabney pamela ethel davis 
john eddie dawson deborah sue dedrick majar philip dedrick john emory dennison 
edwin merle eagle alien massie earman carol ann eckard pamela kay eckard 

sharon deloris ervine sharon marie farmer douglas ray fauber fred alien faught. 
diane renee ferguson claire diane firebaugh john keith fitzgerald roxanne marie fitzgerald 

> 
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richard paul flanagan daniel lee flavin randall waring fletcher janet faye ficyd 



dabney captures year on film 
xhibiting her pep and enthusiasm 
was Cindy cuculic, a varsity 

cheerleader who yelled for energetic 
athletes such as basketball center 
haze green and football 
player daniel flavin, 

other sports-minded seniors 
included John dawson who 
participated on the track team, 

edwin eagle on the golf team, 
and lisa dabney dividing 
her spare time between girls' varsity 
basketball and being a 
photographer for the leeway, 
sharon ervine dedicated her talent to 
the half-time activities by 
being captain of the drill team 
while marching to the sounds of 

mary folks, one of the members of 
the marching leemen. crys gardner 
served as senior class secretary and 
as vice-president of the national 
honor society, 
exerting their time and 
energy to make leeway the best were 
alien carman and skip cummings, 
who was also the editor of leeword. 

mary katherine folks 
haze algier green 

Charles harry foster 
hazel jean green 

Steve douglas fretwell crystal gay gardner 
daniel morgan griffin thelma catherne guffey 

sharyn lynn goode 
theresa kay gutshall 

debbie jean graves 
pamela jane hall 



discussing serious subjects brings on serious faces 
as teresa jones stands to take her turn at “saving" 
an accident victim in p.e. 

dnn hamilton — nhs 12; afs 12; sea 10, 11, 12; environment comm. 10, 
11; leeway 10,11,12; pep dub 10,11; thespian 12. 

richard hamrick — var. football 10, 11, 12; nhs 11, 12; sea 10, 11, 12; 
fca 12; homeroom pres. 10; sea pres. 12. 

jane hanger — peacock ice 10,11; homeroom pres. 11. 
michael hanger — marching band 10, 11, 12; concert band 10, 11, 12; 

forensics 12. 
don harlow — var. football 12; jv football 10. 
mark harlow — var. football 10,11,12. 
gwenevere harris — chorus 12. 
barbara hartman — pep club 10,11,12. 
loretta helmick — deca 10. 
patty hevener — fha 11,12. 
ron hevener — var. football 10, 11, 12; track 10, 11, 12; chorus 10, 

11,12; fca 11,12. 
Cynthia hickman — nhs 11,12; fha 11. 
jim higgs — pep band 11; marching band 10,11, 12; concert band 10, 

11,12; stage band 11,12; nhs 12. 
beckie hiner — deca 10; fha 12. 
sharon hiner — var. cheerleader 10; girls' basketball 10; fta 10; 

marching band 10; concert band 10. 
katheryn hodge — deca 10,11,12; chorus 10,11. 
john hedges — var. football 10, 12; var. baseball 10, 11; track 10, 11, 

12; deca 10, 11, 12; environment comm, 11; assembly choir 12; 
chorus 12; forensics 11,12. 

jayne holston — environment comm. 10, 11; pep club 10, 11; home¬ 
room pres. 11. 

rick huffman — deca 10,11,12. 
pam hunter — sea 12; environment comm. 10; pep club 10. 
david hurst — marching band 10, 11, 12; concert band 10, 11, 12; 

stage band 10,11,12, 
karen hutchens — fca 11. 

diane iten — girls' basketball 11; color guard 11, 12; leeword 12; gaa 
10. 

dennis jackson boys' tennis 11; nhs 11, 12; environment comm. 10, 
11; pep band 10, 11; marching band 10, 11, 12; concert band 10, 
11,12. 

larry james — track 10; cross country 11. 
lynn jarvis nhs 12; leeway 11, 12; leeword 12; environment comm. 

10,11. 

judy Johnson — dirll team 11; pep club 10,11. 
Wilbur johnson — chess club 11; chorus 11,12, 
theresa jones — chorus 10,11,12. 

martha jordon — nhs 11, 12; environment comm. 10, 11; pep club 
10,11. 
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ann lewis hamilton 

don layne harlow 

loretta jean helmick 

Cynthia leigh hickman 

sharon lynn hiner 

richard carlton huffman 

richard minor hamrick 
mark alexander harlow 
margaret ruth hedberg 
james blackford higgs 
katheryn louise hodge 

donna cobb humphreys 

jane ann hanger 
gwenevere harris 

patricia ann hevener 
beckie louise hiner 

john leonard hodges 
pamela love hunter 

michael randolph hanger 
barbara jean hartman 
ronald brent hevener 

patricia kay hiner 
jayne ann holston 

sheivey louise huntley 



jarvis pieces stained glass together active in varsity footbaii, 
don barlow, dicky Hamrick, 

mark barlow, ronnie hevener, and 
john bodges pounded the field, 
ronnie and john sang in the chorus 
and dicky hamrick doubled as 

sea president. 

half-time was highlighted 
by diane iten in the 
color guard and mike hanger, 
jim higgs, and david hurst 
in the marching band. 

editing the leeway proved 
to be a job for lynn jarvis. 
ann Hamilton, leeway cover designer, 
acted as sea publicity 
chairman and vice-president 
of the thespian society. 

pefeping in the desi 
tome helpful hints i 

sty, sneaky smile in physics class" 
iS^K(WP^|pP*W 

david Warner hurst 
judy rachel johnson 

karen elaine Hutchens 
wilbur lee johnson 

diane avis iten 
theresa jane {ones 

dennis wayne jackson 
douglas eugene jordon 

larryeugene james 
martha ann jordan 

debora lynn j.vrvis 
mary Irene kier 



sharon sue kesterson 
peter john kinsella 
diane lee knopp 

scott thomas little 

deborah lucille kibler 
jackie lynn kirby 
mark alien knopp 

dwayne hartman loan 

lois elaine kidd 
jeffery ransom kirtz 
sarah morris knopp 
katharine louise lunt 

jobh matthew kiger 

jane ramsey kiscaden 
roger dale knott 
brenda kay lyle 

james richard kilburn 
tommy scott kluge 

paul leo lacas 
mary beth mackay 

r- 

ann page king 
dana lynn knopp 

gary bruce langfitt ; 
cheryl lynne manspile 

sue kesterson — deca 10,11,12 
debbie kibler — nat. honor society 11, 12; Spanish club 12; environ¬ 

ment comm. 10, 11; pep band 10, 11; marching band 10, 11, 12; 
concert band 10,11,12; forensics 12. 

lois kidd — sea 10,11,12; assembly choir 12; leeway 10,11,12; fca 12, 
john kiger — varsity football 12; jv football 10; track 10, 
james kilburn — track 11; environment comm. 11; chess club 10; pep 

band 10, 11, 12; marching band 11; concert band 10, 11, 12; stage 
band 12. ® 

ann king — drill team 11; homeroom pres. 10. 
peter kinsella — golf 10,11; debate 10,11; homeroom pres. 12. 
jackie kirby — deca 10,11,12; sea 11; environment comm. 11; major¬ 

ettes 10; peacock ice 10. 
jeff kirtz — varsity baseball 10, 11,12; leeword 12; fca 11; homeroom 

pres. 11; homecoming escort 10, 
jayne kiscaden — peacock ice 10. 
tom kluge — varsity football 12; jv football 10; environment comm. 

10,11,12; homecoming escort 11, 
dana knopp — varsity cheerleader 12; jv cheerleader 10; Spanish club 

12; sea 10,12; pep club 10,11,12. 
mark knopp — deca 11; homecoming escort 12. 
sally knopp — nat. honor society 11,12; sea 11,12. 
roger knott — deca 10,11,12. 
paul lacas — track 10,11,12; leeword 11. 
gary langfit — golf 10,11,12. 
scott little — leeword 12. 
kathi lunt — girls' track 10,11; pep club 10. 
brenda lyle — deca 10; chorus 10,11,12. 
mary beth mackay — girls' track 10,11,12; pep club 10,11,12, 
cheryl manspile — sea 11. 
karen marcus — nat. honor society 11, 12; honor council 12; sea 11, 

12; forensics 10,11,12; thespians 11,12. 
teresa mawyer — deca 10,11; chorus 11. 
lawrence mccauley — gymnastics 10, 
becky mcdaniel — assembly choir 10,11; ail state choir 11. 
linda mclear — pep club 10,11. 
myy mepherson — girls' track 10; afs 10, 12; sea 11; pep club 10,11, 

Cindy meeks — leeword 12; peacock ice 11. 
Connie meinhard — girls' track 10, 11, 12; girls' basketball 11, 12; 

nat. honor society 12; sea 11; fta 10; leeway 11,12; gaa 11. 
keyin miller — golf 10, 11, 12; nat. honor society 11, 12; icc 12; Span¬ 

ish club 12; sea 12; pep band 10,11; marching band 10,11,12; stage 
band 11,12. 

barrie millbr — girls' state 12, nat. honor Society 11, 12; icc 12; honor 
council 12; peacock ke 10; thespiarvs 11,12; homeroom pres, 12. 

elaine miller — environment comm. 10,11; leeway 12; leeword 12, 
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lingering off to the outer limits of day-dream land 
is theresa altizer as she just can't seem to get in¬ 
terested in studying. 



looking around warily, gene pendleton uses the 
bulletin board as a possible means of inching to 
the door and escaping. 

publications 
keep seven 
seniors busy 
Ieadership emerged from the senior 

class with barrie jo miller as vice- 
president and peter kinsella, ann 

king, and lois kidd were involved in the 
sea. seniors jeff kirtz, kathy lunt, elaine 
miller, and cindy meeks participated on 
the leeword staff, working for the lee¬ 
way, lois kidd, connie meinhard, and 
elaine miller searched, listened, and 
typed, cheering tom kluge and john 
kiger of the varsity football team, 
cheerleader dana knopp literally risked 
her throat, debbie kibler, James kil- 
burn, and kevin miller blew in the band, 
paul lacas gave a helping hand on the 
track team while connie meinhard 
played girls' varsity basketball, karen 
marcus and barrie jo miller were mem¬ 
bers of the thespian society, one half¬ 
time activity found mark knopp as 
homecoming escort. 

karen scott marcus 
mary bell mepherson 

teresa dawn mawyer 

cindy lynne meeks 

lawrence Howard mccauley rebecca lucille mcdaniel 
Constance kay meinhard albert kevin miller 

john wesley mclear 
barrie jo miller 

linda gail mclear 
elaine nieland n.ii!<-r 



kimery lane miller 
philip carroll mullins 

martha anne mizzi 
earl leroy nelson 

sherry nadine monroe 
bruce dee newcomb 

william thomas moran 
cherie lynn nicholas 

Charles edward morgan 
Christie lynn null 

ralph luther mullenax 
julie ann parrott 

nhs lists 7 
seniors as 

lee scholars 
academic achievement was re 

warded as the national honor 
society listed martha mizzi, bill moran, 

julie parrott, Christie null, angie rex- 
rode, kirk roller, and merrie jo samuels 

on their roster, an interest in student 
government led martha mizzi, sherry 
monroe, billy moran, chuck morgan, 

eugene pendleton, sherry ramsey, an¬ 
gie rexrode, margaret rose, debbie 

rozak, and ginger rowe into the sea. 
musically living spirits, band mem¬ 

ber, mike phillips, played at half time 
as greg richardson puffed to another 
lee victory, julie parrott recorded the 

year for the leeway and cherie nicholas 
and Carolyn richardson gave periodical 

reports in the leeword. 

believing himself to be fatally wounded, senior 
john dawson turns in agony with an appeal to a 
capable nurse for help. 
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martha mizzi — girls track 10; nhs 12; icc 12; sea 12; pep club 10,11, 
12. 

sherry monroe — sea 11; assembly choir 12; chorus 10,11. 
william moran — boys tennis 11; nhs 12; sea 12; assembly choir 12; 

chorus 12; debate 12; leeway 11; fca 12. 
Charles morgan — icc 12; sea 12—v. pres, 
ralph mullenax — vica 11,12. 
philip mullins — vvtc reporter 12. 
cherie nicholas — leeword 12. 
julie parrott — nhs 12; afs 10, 11; environment comm. 10,11; leeway 

11,12; peacock ice 10,11, 
Christie null — nhs 12; Spanish club 11; pep club 10. 
dwight pelny — environment comm, 10,11; stage band 12. 
eugene pendleton — varsity basketball 11,12; jv basketball 10; sea 12; 

prom escort 11. 
mike phillips — marching band 10, 11, 12; concert band 10, 11, 12; 

stage band 10,11, 
caryl porte — varsity cheerleader 12; girls state 11; icc 10; majorettes 

10,11; pep club 10,11,12; homeroom rep. 11. 
sherry ramsey — sea 10, 11,12; environment comm. 10,11; assembly 

choir 10; forensics 11,12; gaalO; homeroom rep, 10. 
angela rexrode — nhs 11, 12; icc 12; sea 11, 12; environment comm. 

10; fta 10; homeroom pres. 12. 
feme rexrode — fta 10; assembly choir 10. 
james rice — track 10; chess club 10. 
Carolyn richardson — environment comm. 10, 11; forensics 10; lee¬ 

word 12; pep club 12. 
greg richardson — varsity baseball 12; varsity football 10, 1 2; golf 

10,11, 
deborah ridenour — environment comm. 10; pep club 10. 
warren roller — varsity football 11; jv football 10; nhs 11, 12; trea¬ 

surer 10; homecoming escort 10,12. 
margaret rose — sea 10,11,12; pep club 10,11,12; homeroom rep. 11. 
paula rosencrance — girls track 10; pep club 10. 
deborah roszak — sea 10; environment comm. 10, 11; pep club 10, 

11,12; drama 11. 
Virginia rowe — varsity cheerleader 12; jv cheerleader 10; sea 10,11; 

environment comm. 10; pep club 10,11,12; homecoming queen 12. 
Vickie runion — deca 10,11,12. 
merrie jo samuels — nhs 12; icc 12; fha 11,12, 

dwight david pelny 

sherry lynn ramsey 
deborah anne ridenour 

deborah ann roszak 

eugene adison pendleton 
angela tae rexrode 
donna wolfe riddle 
Virginia leigh rowe 

joyce jean perry 
feme rowe rexrode 
john edward riddle 

wanda gail rowe 

mike edward phillips 
james lee rice 

warren kirk roller 
susan brown rubush 

caryl ruby margaret porte 
Carolyn groom richardson 

margaret leigh rose 
vickie dawn runion 

mary bady pryor 
greg Stuart richardson 
paula sue rosencrance 

merrie jo samuels 
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andrea kaye sayers 
deborah sue sheets 

ricky lee schoenthaler 
glenn william shenk 

alfred nathaniel scott 
roy litton sherrill 

james henry scott 
karen carter shiflet 

patricia ann sharp 
james alien shiflett 

deborah kay sheets 
william edward shiflett 

words leak 
sling, fling 
at seniors 

Poetry and prose leaked from the 
pen of andrea sayers as she con¬ 

tributed to the peacock ice. james 
scott, in his reading of literary pieces, 
competed in forensics and did verbal 

battle in debate, high caliber spirit was 
sparked by varsity football's glenn 
shenk and nat thomas. john Stuart, 

class president, gave his all to basket¬ 
ball. sports with a religious tie-in 

clasped ricky schoenthaler and nat 
thomas. 

resting after a hard day's "mooching" at the 
lunch line, expert ginger rowe prepares to stash M 
away the goods for future eating. 
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andrea sayers — peacock ice 10,11,12. 

ricky schoenthaler — fca 12. 

James scott — jv football 10; sea 12; forensics 10,11,12; debate 10,11, 

12. 
deborah sheets — national honor society 11,12. 

glenn shenk — varsity football 10,11,12; track 11,12; prom escort 11. 

roy Sherrill — marching band 10,11,12; concert band 10,11,12. 

karen shiflet — sea. 

frances simmons — girls tennis 10,11,12; gaa 10. 

elizabeth smith — environment committee 10. 

paula smith — deca 12; pep club 10,11,12. 

brendastarky — fha11,12. 

lisa strawerman — deca 12. 

John Stuart —varsity basketball 10, 11, 12; varsity football 10, 11, 12; 

|v football 10; golf 10; honor council 12; choir 10, 11, 12; class 

president 10,11,12; prom escort 11. 

donna swink — varsity cheerleader 12; jv cheerleader 10; sea 10; pep 

club 10,11,12. 

Jeffrey taylor — jvfootball 10; deca 10,11,12. 

linda tenny — Spanish club 12; environment committee 10. 

Constance thomas — nat. honor society 11,12; sea 11. 

nathaniel thomas — varsity football 11,12; Spanish club 10; fca 11,12. 

robin thompson — Spanish club 11; band 10,11,12; stage band 11,12. 

Charles tichenor — deca 10,11. 

denese shipman 
sandra kay smiley 

anthony neal sutton 

jeffrey paul taylor 

cheryl anne shute 
elizabeth w. smith 

donna kay swink 

linda ann tenney 

frances adams simmons 
paula diane smith 

debbie marie taliaferro 
Constance smyth thomas 

marian franklin simmons 
brehda ann starkey 

patricia ann taliaferro 
nathaniel william thomas 

victoria ann simmons 
lisa leigh strawderman 

mona lee tale 

robin elaine thompson 

teresa renee small 
john franklin stuait 

debra lyn tayi> ^ 
Charles berlie ; or 



danny lee tichenor 
carl wayne varner 

robyn elizabeth walsh 
barbara jean whisman 

john michael trimble 
sandra jane varner 
evelyn regina ware 

thresa gall white 

glenn david troxell 
winona ann vest 

jerry thomas warner 
david kenneth whitlock 

Suzanne Cornelia truslow 
julia gail vines 

debra duncan weaver 
john william wilberger 

terry lee underwood 
michael edward wagner 

jerry lynn weaver 
anita louise wilkerson 

james derry updike 
james weldon Wallace 

iris ann wells 

pamela sue wilkerson 

danny tichenor — deca 10. 

Cornelia truslow — girls' track 12; Spanish club 12. 

terry underwood — varsity baseball 10; deca 12; environment comm. 
10. 

sandra varner — deca 10; fha 12. 

winona vest — pep club 10,11; library assistant 11,12. 

julia vines — girls' basketball 11; sea 12. 

michael wagner — deca 11,12. 

james Wallace — varsity football 10, 11, 12; jv football 10; track 10, 

11,12. 
robyn walsh — girls' tennis 10, 11; girls' basketball 12; national 

honor society 11, 12; afs 11, 12; environment comm. 10, 11; band 

10,11,12; forensics 12; fca 11,12. 

evelyn ware — varsity cheerleader 12; jv cheerleader 11; assembly 

choir 11; pep club 10,11,12. 

jerry warner — band 10,11,12. 

iris wells — varsity cheerleader 12; jv cheerleader 10; sea 10; assem¬ 

bly choir 11; drill team 11; pep club 10,11,12. 

thresa white — nat. honor society 11, 12; sea 12; leeway 11; pep 

club 10; class council 11. 

david whitlock — deca 12; band 10,11,12; pep club 10. 

john wilberger — golf 10,11. 

anita wilkerson — nhs 12; Spanish club 12; fta 10; leeway 11,12; pep 

club 10,11,12; homeroom pres.12. 

Pamela wilkerson — varsity cheerleader 12; jv cheerleader 11; nhs 12; 

fta 10; leeway 11,12; pep club 10,11,12. 
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hoping that twisting an ear will mechanically 
’ push the answer to the hand, senior bill moran 

sits thinking in calculus. 

robyn walsh 
flies south 
for summer 
Iee was bursting with support 

from the senior class as pep club 
members evelyn ware, iris wells, 

pam wilkerson, and anita wilkerson 
mentally fought the ball games, evelyn, 
iris, and pam were varsity cheerleaders, 
spending her summer in costa rica, 
robyn walsh thrilled at being one of the 
afs summer exchange students, deca 
added terry underwood, david whit- 
lock, and scott wriston to its list of 
members of the working class. 

debra sue wimer johnieewimer ronald wayne wimer johnny ray wolfe ednakaywood daisy mae woodson 

desmond Carlisle wray gary willls wright james scott wriston patricia jane yancey david stuart yeago 
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juniors u>e 
candle^o 
unify c|iss 

nthusiastic and energetic about 
their new role ancibosition in role an(||)osition in 

lee high "society", juniors pushed 
forward into unified atti(||h. class 

elections were promptly mid, and 
each interested person hoped the 

leaders chosen woulcf be good, 
eager and excited to earn money for 

their class, the juniors jumped to¬ 
gether to vend fruit cakes, candles, 

and stationery, more cash was raised 
at a successful summer car wash 

while the weekly cleaning of victory 
stadium was enough to keep ev0f^ 
body busy, each junior did his own 

thing, whether it be selling, washing, 
cleaning, or just sitting at the side¬ 

lines, but each proved to be one part 
of an entire school society which 

created the unity of lee's pattern of 
variation. 
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"okay, eddie, calm down, try it again before 
giving up." eddie nuckols strujjggles with a 
lesson and finds the graduation rOTd bumpy. 

donna alexander 
peggy arehart 

Connie armstrong 
joann bailey 
nancy baylor 

susan bernard 

medford alien 
terry arey 

joyce armstrong 
bill baker 

jamie beach 
joe binion 

donna amick 
jerry argenbright 

tammy atkins 
robin baker 
susan beard 

bonnie blackwell 

phillip andrews 
carol armstrong 
cortney ayres 

sue batt 
teresa bennett 
paul blackwell 
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juniors run 
behind all 

types of balls 
Ieaning, throwing, and shooting all 

kinds of balls dominated the scene 
with Judy bonin dashing up and 

down the basketball courts, the boyers 
twins scrambling around the football 
field, and jeff brooks tossing around 

the shot put in varsity track, pushing to 
the visual surface, the environment 

committee under president laurie corn- 
bee confronted students with the 

plight of nature, behind the landscapes 
yet still in view, drill team member 

ginny byrd supported the football team 
while band member ricky dark helped 

supply the halftime entertainment. 

“what do you want? a gold medal?" not too im¬ 
pressed with token offerings of help, junior class 
v.p. bob grover needles on the indifferent. 

Judy bonin 
rodney bostic 
rusty boyers 

debbie brooks 

susan bordeaux 
kim bowles 

debbie brads 
jeff brooks 

crickett bosserman 
larry boyers 

mike breeding 
shelby brooks 

donna bosserman 
ronnie boyers 

mark britt 
levis brown 

0 
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practice, practice . . . mrs. van dinwiddie, alias 
junior carol kerrigan perfects the role of the so¬ 
ciety socialite in drama class. 

ronnie brown russell bryant mike buchanan peggy buchanan 

shirley buckland Steve bullman michele burdick carol butler 

ronald butler ginny byrd larry byrd dqnna camden 

dana Campbell peggy Campbell lenny carroll sandra carroll 

cindy casson lewis caul ricky dark dennis clatterbaugh 

Stanley dine corinne collier norman coN'er laurie combee 
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floyd Corbett 
ezell Crawford 
don currence 
lauretta derr 

mike dickerson 
cindy douglass 

donna corbin 
william crawford 

debbie dahl 
cindy deruiter 

debbi dod 
david douglas 

randy cox 
diana creger 
Steve da reus 
gail desper 

sharon dodson 
mike doyle 

dean crawford 
patsy crone 

bonitadedrick 
laura desportes 

penny dollarhide 
c. w. durrette 

extracting herself from one of those "we volun¬ 
teer terry" situations in english gets to be a drag 
after awhile for junior terry pierce. 
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Joseph earhart paul edwards 
brent fielding doug fisher 

felita flickinger russell flint 
roger frye michaux garbett 

gayeimers debi eriksen 
randy fitzgerald phillip flavin 
chris folweiler cookie frye 

kathygarris mikegarst 

juniors score 
points and 
fame for lee 
Scoring points and adding victories 

for the leemen, dean crawford 
showed the spectators and the coaches 
his basketball talents. |v cheerleader 

laura desportes yelled, clapped, and 
jumped proving her spirit and pep to 
fans and the leemen. juniors worked 
extra hard on homecoming with debi 
eriksen putting in many hours for the 
decoration committee. 

gliding a pen across paper in Spanish or fluidly 
moving across a basketball court, junior sandy 
yancey emits a new rhythm. 
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junior activities offset 
blend and contrast emerging in mishmashed whirls of 

activity, ranging from the more 
peaceful world of student librarian 
donna huff, to the noisier one of jv 

cheerleaders, lindsey harvill and 
Carolyn hamrick, the junior class 

spirited onward, stepping 
high in the color guard was 

laura henderson contrasted with the 
alto of jane harman. 

anthony hamilton blended football 
and basketball with leading the 

junior class, football players. 

david buffer and jose gomez, also 
divided time with basketball while 
teammate, mark haston, led the 
marching band, leadership entered 
the picture with bob grover serving as 
vice-president of both the junior 
class and the fca while sharon harman 
acted as secretary of the sea. farming 
attracted kent heizer as he worked 
with the ffa at valley tech and 
homemaking attracted janet hendrix 
as she served as vice-president 
of the f ha. 

chewing thoughtfully on a thumb, junior anne 
Wilson identifies her own unique style with 
that of another world in the media center. 

diane gigandet 
jose gomez 

david guertler 
chris hansen 

ginger gilbert 
greg gray 

jerry gutshall 
jane harman 

mark goff 
richard green 

anthony hamilton 
sharon harman 

david golob 
bob grover 

Carolyn hamrick 
kim harris 
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lighting candles for the wedding reception, 
junior peggy earhart worries about the hasty 
last minute preparations for the guests. 

lindsey harviil 
laura henderson 

sherry horn 
homer huffman 

scott harris 
janet hendrix 

joe howdyshell 
randy hull 

kim hassett 
jeannie hildebrand 
dorothea hudson 
frank humphreys 

mark haston 
robin hill 

donna huff 
jackie jones 

debbie hayes 
lou hiner 

david buffer 
jimmy jones 

kent heizer 
joey hodges 

cindy huffman 
reese jones 
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Susie miska 
pulls juggling 
act for annual 
footballitis attacked larry king, 

bruce kiracofe, and richie mcdon- 
ough as they fought to give lee its 

first victorious season in 3 years, adrine 
morgan displayed her talents, bouncing 

basketballs while susie miska juggled 
words for the leeway, open skies and 

cool breezes enticed danny morris into 
joining the new outdoor club, dollar 
signs replaced t. g. mace's eyes as he 

handled the dough for both the junior 
class and the fca. 

explaining things firmly but patiently, senior fred 
faught tells it like it is to an unbelieving junior, 
danny ralston. 

larry Johnson 
cyndie Julian 

larry king 
sandra krichbaum 

linda Johnson 
carl kennedy 

bruce kiracofe 
darla laclair 

cindy Jordan 
Carolyn kerr 

Stephen knopp 
Jay lancaster 

dianne Judge 
carol kerrigan 

richard knuckalls 
phillip lanum 
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"there's got to be a better way", absorbed in one 
facet of lee's sports scene, donald lemon com¬ 
bines brain power with skill. 

nancy law 
melanie liskey 

sharon mahanes 
beverly mccauley 

cindy mckay 
susie miska 

karl lawhorn 
mike mace 

reva marshall 
dean mccoy 

jim mcnaughton 
gale moomau 

mark lawson 
t. g. mace 

trudy martin 
richard mcdonough 

kathy metzgar 
kathy moomaw 

jesse lee 
preacher maddox 

kitty massie 
debbie mcgavock 
sandra middleton 

adrine morgan 
scheming ’<• 



just another one of "those days", junior crocket 
Stanley epitomizes the classic monday morning 

hand-to-chin-head-holder-upper blues. 
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beverly morriss 
eddie nuckols 

ron painter 
larry pettus 
keith piner 

linda puffenberge 

dana moyers 
grace olmsted 
melissa patrick 
thayer phillips 
sheila powell 
diane quick 

jamie myers 
george ordonez 

dean paxton 
terry pierce 
robert price 

daniel ralston 

pam negron 
hazel overbey 
tanya peduto 
anita pilson 

cameron pritt 
fred ramsey 



janet rasmussen 
pam rexrode 
sue roadcap 

scott schoenhut 

betsy reardon 
randy rexrode 

mark robertson 
keith scott 

john reid 
don reynard 

leonard robinson 
Carolyn sharp 

ellen reil 
Susan ritchie 
wayne rowe 

dana sensabaugh 

robert price 
keeps sea 
books intact 
Sneaking into the sea workroom, 

we found robert price busily 
keeping the sea bank account balanced, 
balancing ability also found its way into 
the antics of jv cheerleader terry pierce 
while making pyramids, evenness and 
poise co-ordinated the movements of 
leonard robinson and cameron pritt as 
they raised the dust on the football 
field, while buoyancy and lightness of 
foot were incorporated by runners larry 
pettus and melissa patrick as they strove 
to keep lee on top. 

flashing disagreement from every feature, junior 
john reid waits a moment before making vocal 
his views during an english discussion. 
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drill team adds 
color, fire to football filling the football field with radiant 

colored banners, drill team mem¬ 
bers roxie stone and kim wagner 

stepped to the beat of the marching 
leemen. on the field, mark welcher and 

Steve Staton worked together to form 
tough strategy against the oncoming 
opponents, meanwhile, philip swann 
worked hard on layouts and other jobs 
for the coming leeway '74. 

sandy sheets 
richard shute 

tony smith 
crockett Stanley 

johnny shiflett 
julie simantel 
tucker smith 
Steve Staten 

laura shinpaugh 
larry slough 
ann spotts 

mark sterrett 

gene showker 
Charles smiley 
ronnie sprouse 

cindy stinespring 
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modishly striped, junior woody woodrum gets 
good and comfortable for another of those 
"don't take notes, just listen" lectures. 

rick stokes 
jay thompson 
karen trotter 
kim wagner 

roxie stone 
larry thornton 

tommy tullidge 
rhonda wagner 

sharon supple 
mark tinsley 
jeff turner 
joe Warner 

philip swann 
don toles 

anita tutwiler 
mark welcher 

michael swortzel 
deborah toye 

teresa underwood 
debbie westgate 

pam taylor 
robert trainum 
rhonda wade 
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pat whedbee 
rodney williams 

tommie sue whitesell 
debbie wilmer 

brenda wilfong 
annelisia wilson 

d. d. williams 
linda wimer 

b-ball, band, 
drill team 

captivate jrs. 
Sweating for the varsity basketball 

team, rodney williams and paul 
ziccardy did their duty to the sports 

scene, paul also concentrated on varsity 
indoor track and the fca. also in the 

sports picture, annelisia wilson served 
on the track team, the girls' basketball 

team was aided by sandra yancey. as 
keith wine played in the marching 

band, pam wimer pranced with the drill 
team, and annelisia wilson marched 

with the color guard, vocally contribut¬ 
ing to lee, brenda wilfong was a mem¬ 
ber of the assembly choir, linda wimer 

slaved for the leeway. 

“usher" joe binion performs his duties with ease 
as he happily guides terry manley down the 
aisle to a seat before the “wedding". 
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pam wimer keith wine tonywolfe lee woodali 
woody woodrum sandrayancey danyeago paul ziccardy 

getting into their positions, kitty massie and 
debbie wilmer help to center the mock wedding 
around the bride and groom. 
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signs guide 
sophomore 
feet to class 

Confusion followed the herd of 
sophomores early in Septem¬ 

ber as the halls were stampeded and 
trampled on by the 840 new feet, 

shuffling from shop II to a third floor 
locker, back down to first floor in 

four fleeting minutes proved to be 
no easy feat for the new arrivals, with 

a bent up schedule card in every 
hand and helpful signs made by the 

sea for directions, sophomores 
found lee not to be as forbidding as 
anticipated, soon, with the election 

of class and sea reps, completed, and 
the first harrowing weeks of school 
behind them, the detached sopho¬ 

mores began to feel a part of the 
whole student body, one fragment 

of lee's pattern of variation. 

# 
0 

professional doorstop john dickie p^ffbrms a 
duty necessary in keeping peace of mind of 
his fellow sophomores on a windy day. 
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tina acord 
daphne andrews 

sara baker 
lee beam 
david bell 
linda berry 

cynthia almarodec 
mark anthony 
sharon baker 

ann beard 
debbie bell 

roberta berry 

kathy ambler 
thelma armstrong 

allan ballenger 
kathy beathe 
mark benton 
max blosser 

Sara anderson 
billy atkins 
carl barton 
millie bec kb 

francos berry 
teresa bosserman 
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janet botkin 
Wallace brinkley 

pam bryant 
barbara caricofe 

donna bowers 
dechantel brooks 

kim burton 
robert carper 

Steve bradley 
david brown 
glenda butter 

gerri carr 

bobby bragg 
kathy brown 

diane Campbell 
Sandra carter 

tammy bridges 
milton brown 

richard Campbell 
scott cary 

jeff bright 
duff browne 

rocky caplette 
terry caywood 

trading in cheeseburgers for a last few minute's 
study provides the perfect test for sophomore 
mike pilson's quick learning ability. 
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chrissy cash 
tammy chittum 
bobby Cleveland 

todd com bee 

jenny cash 
sharon dark 
michael dine 

Carolyn condon 

leonard cash 
gregg datterbaugh 

teresa dine 
lynn Conner 

david Chaffins 
cindy clemmer 

susan Collins 
angel cooper 

sharon baker acts 
as sophomore Ieadership came as no problem to 

the sophomore class with sharon 
baker as vice president and daphne 

andrews and milton brown as sea 
representatives, daphne and sharon 

also marched along with millie becks 

vice-pres. 
in the lee band on cold autumn nights 
for half time entertainment, adding 
pizazz and good sounds to the assem¬ 
bly choir milton, as well as lee beam 
and dechantel brooks boomed out the 
notes of the scales. 

"sooprize, sooprize!" click! taking pictures is no 
problem for clever photographers when using 
tricky methods on ruth fitzgerald. 
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richard corbin 
nathaniel crawford 

scott dekie 

judy Cottrell 
tommy crawford 

darryl derr 

Steve coulter 
leonard crumett 
kathy devenny 

rebecca cowan ebenezer crawford 
glenndavis traceydavis 

j. gavin dickie karen didriksen 

frankie crawford 
Jennifer deane 

Jim doake 

sometimes believing what you're seeing is just a 
little too hard for iva sillings when she gets a good 
look at what she's typing. 
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boo dod 
jeff driver 

melode farreli 
Susan fisher 
donna flavin 
george folks 

poo dod 
mary easley 
gai! faught 

becky fitzgerald 
glenn flavin 
mike fultz 

jo downey 
cindy elmore 

maria fazio 
ruth fitzgerald 

rita fletcher 
Steve galanes 

cindi doyle 
larry evans 
ruth finch 
dee flavin 

james flickinger 
beth garbett 

working hard at her typewriter long before dawn 
in a deserted room earns sophomore barbara 
meyer a determined “A" in typing. 

cindy elmore 
feels weather 
to run track 
thinclad cindy elmore was spending 

much of her time rushing again 
and again to victory for the girls' 

track team while judy cottrell and karen 
didricksen sank baskets for the girls' 
basketball team, glenn flavin and mike 
fultz were playing football for the jv 
team with ruth fitzgerald cheering 
them on. basketball season came rpll- 
ing around and frankie crawford 
landed a place on the varsity first string. 
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tish garrison 
lydia goforth 
martha gray 
harry hallett 

jeff garza 
karen goode 

Steve gray 
teresa hammer 

angie georganzis 
neal goodloe 

alex green 
john hamrick 

jill gilbert 
jan goodrow 
james grey 

linda hamrick 

dennis gleason 
ann gough 

chubby grover 
becky harper 

teresa glover 
lisa grasty 

maybelle hall 

being checked by mrs. sanger doesn't seem to 
bother scott dekle and his classmates while miss¬ 
ing a few minutes of class. 
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shawn harrigan 
kenny hartman 

paul hilderbrand 
Joyce howdyshell 

jimmy Harris 
mary hassett 

terry holsinger 
rod Huffman 

lani Harris 
Steve Hays 

bob holston 
cindy Humphrey 

donna hartman 
kimberly Hickman 

kathy hostetter 
rusty Huntley 

layin' it on the paper as fast as it comes, sopho¬ 
more rita shaw rapidly learns the fine art of note 
taking in biology. 

sleepy marchers rise 
early ror band practice 

allivanting through the halls of lee 
■ B high at 7:30 in the morning, still 

drowsy with sleep were chubby 
grover, dennis gleason, neal goodloe, 
jan goodrow, theresa hammer, jimmy 
harris, terry holsinger, rod huffman, 
and shawn harrigan, all in the lee band, 
track members included neal goodloe, 

hiner hamrick, jimmy harris, paul 
hilderbrand, and rod huffman who 

doubled as a runner on the cross coun¬ 

try team, other athletic abilities were 
demonstrated by chubby grover on the 
wrestling team, neal goodloe on the 
varsity football squad, and hiner ham¬ 
rick and paul hilderbrand on the jv 
football roster, voices echoed from the 
chorus classes, captivating the interests 
of cindy humphrey, shawn harrigan, 
and paul hilderbrand. linda hamrick 
served as a sophomore class represen¬ 
tative. 
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lois iten 
contributes to 

peacock ice Pouring a part of her onto paper, 
lois iten worked with peacock ice. 

certain sophomores were repre¬ 
sented in the sea by candy jenkins, 

James jones, and dana kier. baby lee- 
men were aided by jerry Jewell, douglas 

Johnson, and James Jones as kirk Julian 
played for the big boys, scott Johnson 
concentrated on Jv basketball, giving 

herself to the feminist movement, 
shirly Jones helped push a winning sea¬ 

son for the girls' basketball team. Suz¬ 
anne hurst backed the 10th grade ath¬ 
letes in the pep club, musical support 

came from band members, John Jordan 
and James king, kirk Julian and tim 

kidd gave themselves to the fca. mem¬ 
bers of deca were cynthia, pat, and 

Joyce Johnson and shirly Jones, the fha 
and Spanish club held the interest of 

pam hurst. 
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pam hurst 
lois iten 

terry jewell 
scott Johnson 
shirley jones 

anna kidd 

Suzanne hurst 
dana James 

cynthia Johnson 
John Jordon 

kirk Julian 
timothy kidd 

michael hutchinson 
candy Jenkins 
dougJohnson 
bobby Jones 
kristi keller 
dana kier 

mary jo tngram 
Jerry Jewell 

Joyce Johnson 
JamesJones 

donna kennedy 
James king 



unable to escape from the everyday drag, sopho¬ 
mores sit out a biology class under the watchful 
eyes of primeval creatures. 

gary kirby 
joe lancaster 

kimberly lucas 

Connie kiser 
becky langfitt 

greg lunn 

cindy knicely 
Susan leach 

linda lyle 

robin knopp 
barbara lescure 

brent lynn 

cheryl krisher 
john logan 

janet mackay 

dean kurtz 
sharon losh 
ted maddox 
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sophs parade for school 
spirit at football games 

Stepping proud and high was 
renee osborne, just one of the 

many girls who exuberantly 
performed creative half-time shows. 

after the pretty aspects of a 
football game, there were some 

very talented players on 

the junior varsity roster, 
such names as marty miller, 
robert mcneal, and donnie maybush 
contributed their strength to a 
victorious effort, sophomore enthusiasm 
combined forces to let lee high 
know that they were here to stay. 
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terri manley 
theresa markley 

joy mcdaniel 
ron mengert 

alan mann 
mary matchett 
paul mckeon 

barbara meyer 

james marcum 
donnie maybush 

robert mcneal 
Charles miller 

michelle marino 
david mccauley 

bill medley 
marty miller 



cameraman brian butterfield takes a step back 
and sort of blows away an average student re¬ 
action to max ellison's recitation of "the skunk". 

teresa miller 
david moore 

bob neiss 
john ocheltree 

jim mitchell 
debbie moore 

debbie newcomb 
john Oliver 

wayne mitts 
rachel moore 

lisa nicely 
kathy olmsted 

scott moneymaker 
su^an morgan 
frankie noel 

renee osborne 

bobby montgomery 
raoul morganti 
jerry nuckols 
edie parkins 

linda moomau 
sarah morrison 
dean obaugh 

'^■am parnell 
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kathryn peeler 
linda phillips 
barry powers 
Stephen race 

theresa rankin 
michael reed 

bobby pelny 
Steve phillips 

maxey puckett 
sherry ralston 

terri rector 
wayne reese 

frank pendleton 
mike pilson 

barbara puffenberger 
sharon ramsburg 

ernie reed 
bobby rhea 

jeff phillips 
ray pleasant 

frankie pullin 
jane rankin 
karen reed 
donald rice 

"is your eye stuck in there?" sophomore robin 
knopp waits patiently for a persevering mrs. 
mcswain to find the protozoa during biology. 
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I Charles richie 
! cindy robertson 
« rachael rodgers 

john rusnak 

jillrigby 
janice robertson 

doug rohr 
jim ryan 

tammy riggs 
Cecil robinson 
darlene rohrer 

lisa sandy 

paul rimel 
c. c. rodgers 
robin rolon 
karen sanger 

world peace 
is dream of 
six sophs. 
• merest in international understand- Iing swept sophomores renee os- 

borne, pam parnell, kathryn peeler, 
linda phillips, barbara puffenberger, 
and sherry ralston. the golden voices of 
renee osborne, edie parkins, and 
kathryn peeler rang in the assembly 
choir, sherry ralston, a majorette, and 
renee osborne, a drill teamer, twirled 
and danced at football games, michael 
reed and sharon ramsburg were mem¬ 
bers of the band, pep club members 
jane rankin, edie parkins, and sherry 
ralston cheered the leemen on. mike 
pilson ran indoor track, sharon rams¬ 
burg and theresa rankin helped make 
up the Spanish club, ecology minded 
Stephen race worked on the environ¬ 
ment committee and Steve phillips en¬ 
joyed the outdoors in "nature's own." 

nervous yet not unnerved, solemn “bride" susan 
collins waits patiently with "father" phil 
andrews for the wedding to start. 
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sports play 
a part in 

sophs, lives baby leemen scott steffey, dean 
Stuart, and calvin venable surged 
for the jv football team, jv basket¬ 
ball also held the interest of dean 

Stuart, and kathy taylor played for the 
jv girls, scott steffey and ray varner 

slammed balls for the jv baseball team, 
ann todd was a member of the girls' 

varsity basketball team, jay stover 
played football and baseball, marching 

and concert band members, scott 
steffey, kathy taylor, ann todd, ruth 
sprunt, and colette talley provided 

background music for countless ac¬ 
tivities. president of the sophomore 

class, ann todd, was also a student 

council representative. 

sending out morse code signals with his pencil 
eraser, frustrated sophomore, david bell, takes a 
break from the biological world. 

sonja scott 
rita shaw 

dianna shiflett 
iva sillings 

cindy shannon 
bernie showalter 
jean shoemaker 

grady sillings 

rocky sharp 
mike showalter 

alan shull 
jim smiley 

keith shaw 
michelle shelton 

barbara shute 
bev smith 
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jackie smith 
doug snyder 
eddie spitler 
scott steffey 

sharon stoutamyer 
james swisher 

joe smith 
polly songer 

randy springel 
reid sterrett 
jay stover 

Colette talley 

keith smith 
billy sowers 

terry sprouse 
anthony Stevenson 

dean stuart 
Samuel talley 

michael smith 
ricky sowers 
ruth sprunt 

david Stewart 
linda surratt 
cindy taylor 
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kathy taylor 
robby varner 

ray vines 
mark wagner 
laura webster 

brenda wilkerson 

juiiethomas 
roy varner 

george wade 
sharon walge 

carol weir 
linda wilkerson 

ann todd 
Calvin venable 
dede wagner 
faye Wallace 
david white 

debbie williams 

john tyler 
phoebevines i 
karen wagner | 
pollywease j 

scott whitmore | 
tommy wine ' 



Cann todd acts as soph. pres. 
Sophomore leadership was ex- junior varsity football team, which was 

pounded throughout the year by sparked by John tyler and calvin ven- 
1 I their convincing class president, ann able, half-time entertainment was com- 
[ f todd. demonstrating his chieftainship prised of tommy wine, participating in 
^ wasscott Whitmore, the manager of the the band, karen wagner, marching for 

the drill team, and marie ziccardy, 
dividing her spare time between 
marching with the drill team and being 
an energetic player on the girls' jv 
basketball team. 

last minute cramming is the name of the game 
as rodney freeman and ronnie farmer get the 
scoop on things before a biology test. 

jimmy wisernan joanwood sarah wood tommie woodward 
william woodward kirtwriston susan yeago marie ziccardy 



m 

indulging in that ever so precious lunch-time 
smoke are mike hanger, david pelny, jim 
moyers, and ricky dark wishing that it would 
never end. 

musing over the unchangeable past and the un¬ 
certain future, anne carr silently withdraws into 
her own world of memories and hopes. 

"you mean this is good-bye, forever?" sharyn 
goode gives her final farewell as she prepares 
to journey down the pathway of life. 

tranquility is something rarely seen at lee but 
photographer david addison has managed to 
capture one of its quieter moments. 
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fun and work are in store 
for students during summer 
Warm weather returned and the 

topic was fun, swimming, 
tennis, sleeping, picnicking, 

back packing, horseback riding, 
or working, many college bound 

graduates sought jobs to earn pocket 
money, wedding bells rang for a few. 

long days of watching the leaves come 

mesmerized by the flashy rhetoric of the sea 
chief executive, wilbur johnson listens intently 
to a new proposal soon to be voted on. 

contemplating his pencil, richard flanagan is 
over the hills and far away from the realities 
of government and the solicitude of study. 

"don't it want to make you go home?" one is 
constantly pestered as he peers into the free 
world on the outside through a dull school 
window. 

out were over as a sweet green carpet 
covered the earth, the 
popularity of halter tops and 
hot pants proved to be at an all 
time high, note-burning parties were 
held and bonfires swallowed haunting 
memories of 
"that test." 
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remembering the way things were, an empty 
platform by the white star mill echoes sounds 
from the past in deep contrast to modern 
times. 

biting, frost covered mornings encourage 
fewer and fewer people to drag out of bed 
and into school, even the teachers' lot is 
sparce. 

hacked and smashed to splinters, the remains 
of the school sign are junked only a few short 
weeks after the completion of the sign. 

crossing the first important bridge, seniors 
finally become graduates and suddenly the 
fork in the road becomes reality — which 
way? 



multi-colored emotions 
typify seniors^ farewell 
Some stopped and glanced over 

their shoulders to look one last 
time, many ran yelling down the hill, 
not caring whether or not they ever 

saw lee again, good-bye messages 
were written in four letter words on 

bathroom walls, a few cried. 

remembering the good — remember¬ 
ing the bad. that favorite teacher, that 
day everything went wrong, “i'll 
miss it.'"'good riddance.'' 
“who cares?" multiple emotions; 
a stained glass 
window of seniors. 

pausing for a moment of quiet thought, a 
student parks himself under the new spring 
leaves and dreams of a solitary summer world. 

"your money or your life." kevin miller 
doesn't seem to take dave pelney's treat too 
seriously as he responds with a quick joke and 
grin. 

spring sunshine acts like a magnet on juniors 
cortney ayers and carolyn hamrick as they 
sneak out from study hall for some fresh air. 
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